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REMIND ME

CHAPTER 1
Remind me

ost mornings begin as the alarm clock goes off, our
feet hit the floor and once again we awake to a new
day filled with hope and expectations. The prospects for the
day include visions of good: a hot shower, a great cup of
coffee and a stress free day. More often than not our day
begins that way, but somehow when we crawl into bed at
night and look back over the last 14 hours we see what our
day was really filled with: stress, anxiety, fear, worry and
disappointment.

M

So here is the question: Is that how life should be lived?
Should our existence on earth be spent feeling pressure,
dread, panic and apprehension? When God created this world
as our temporary home, was His intent that we be miserable?
Was His desire to leave us here to fend for ourselves and
forge through each wretched day until we die?
The answer of course is an adamant “no” but unfortunately
we live in a very volatile world which seems to be spinning out
of control. Bad things happen to good people. Children die at
young ages. We lose jobs. Addictions cannot be harnessed.
Morality is being challenged. Terrorism is on the rise.
Countries are fighting for power. Alcohol and drugs are
rampant in our schools. Child abuse cannot be stopped.
Diseases are spreading.
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And if that doesn’t seem depressing enough we look within our own
families and we find marital problems. Children are rebellious. We can’t
make enough money to make ends meet. Divorce is on the rise. Life
begins to feel hopeless as each day becomes drudgery.
But the good news is that there is hope and lots of it! We find this
hope in the one place where God has spoken to us: the Bible. The Bible
is made up of 66 books, written over 1,500 years in three different
languages by more than 40 authors on three continents and God takes
full ownership as to what was written on these pages! He says in
2 Timothy 3:16–17 “All Scripture is inspired by God and
profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training in
righteousness; so that the man of God may be adequate, equipped
for every good work.”
If this is true then we have the words and promises of God written
down for us to cling to when our world begins to spin out of control.
But many times when our world is falling apart we forget what He has
said in His Word. We begin to focus on the problems of the day, the
anxiety of what tomorrow might bring and in that process we forget
that as followers of Jesus, we are children of the living God. He is
powerful, He is mighty and He has given us promise after promise that
we need to remember in order to make it through this life.
In the book of Joshua in the Old Testament God made it clear how
important it is to remember. The Israelites were about to cross the
Jordan River to gain entrance into their new land but the problem was
the Jordan River was at high tide during the harvest season. The Jordan
River flows between the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea near Jericho
and is usually around 100 ft. to 180 ft. wide during the dry season. But
this was the rainy season and the water would have been double in size.
Some estimates say it could have been almost a half of a mile to a mile
wide. At flood stage the current ran approximately 10 mph with
muddy, slippery sides that made it nearly impossible to get almost a
million people across this raging river. The only word that came to their
mind was this one; hopeless.
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But then God stepped in and performed the most amazing
miracle – He stopped up the water miles upstream so the
Israelites could make a safe crossing.
Joshua 3:14-16
“So when the people set out from their
tents to cross the Jordan with the
priests carrying the ark of the covenant
before the people, and when those who
carried the ark came into the Jordan,
and the feet of the priests carrying the
ark were dipped in the edge of the
water (for the Jordan overflows all its
banks all the days of harvest), the
waters which were flowing down from
above stood and rose up in one heap, a
great distance away at Adam, the city
that is beside Zarethan; and those
which were flowing down toward the
sea of the Arabah, the Salt Sea, were
completely cut off. So the people
crossed opposite Jericho.”
What a miracle! God stopped the water flow miles
upstream! The Israelites couldn’t see how He did it but they
knew He did. God took a hopeless and impossible situation
and demonstrated His power. He took a difficult and
despairing circumstance and used it to prove His love and
continual guidance. But as the last person stepped into their
new homeland after crossing the River Jordan, God told them
to do one thing; make a monument of stones (we call them
memory stones) to help them remember the miraculous
events that just happened because He knows our tendency is
to forget.
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Joshua 4:1–7
“Now when all the nation had finished
crossing the Jordan, the Lord spoke to
Joshua, saying, ‘Take for yourselves
twelve men from the people, one man
from each tribe, and command them,
saying, ‘Take up for yourselves twelve
stones from here out of the middle of
the Jordan, from the place where the
priests’ feet are standing firm, and
carry them over with you and lay them
down in the lodging place where you
will lodge tonight.’ ” So Joshua called
the twelve men whom he had appointed
from the sons of Israel, one man from
each tribe; and Joshua said to them,
“Cross again to the ark of the Lord
your God into the middle of the
Jordan, and each of you take up a stone
on his shoulder, according to the
number of the tribes of the sons of
Israel. “Let this be a sign among you, so
that when your children ask later,
saying, ‘What do these stones mean to
you?’ then you shall say to them,
‘Because the waters of the Jordan were
cut off before the ark of the covenant of
the Lord; when it crossed the Jordan,
the waters of the Jordan were cut off.’
So these stones shall become a
memorial to the sons of Israel forever.’ ”
We, like the Israelites, need to be reminded of who God is.
We need to look back and see how He has come through for
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us in the past which then gives us hope for the future. For the nation of
Israel, God wanted to use a stack of rocks to REMIND them and the
generations to come that He was faithful to His promises. God knew
that once they occupied their new land and life got busy with building
shelter and planting crops; they would forget Him. When they started
having children and the economy would take a downturn; they would
forget to trust Him. When fear of the future would set in; they would
forget His miraculous power.
Memory stones have been an important part in our family business
journey. Through a series of events that we talk about later in this book,
we started a dental lab and because of our relationships in China we
outsourced our work to them. Year after year we did our best to keep
our company going but at one point we knew we had to fold up shop or
sell our business. Knowing we had one month of finances left we knew
God would have to show up with a miracle. So, we sat down with our
boys at lunch and talked about what our options were. The odds of
someone being able to purchase and close our business within thirty
days were unheard of in this industry.
As we were working through the different alternatives, there was only
one company that came to everyone’s mind. It was an excellent family
owned dental lab that we knew our customers would be thrilled to work
with. The only problem was that this company prided themselves on
their work being American made and he made it abundantly clear that
he detested any outsourcing to foreign countries. We knew that in
order to sell our business to this family, God would have to change their
hearts in a hurry.
So, the phone call was made, the coffee appointment was set up, the
tour of our company was put on the calendar and when it was all said
and done God had miraculously changed this man’s heart to purchase
our company; China and all. For us that was a memory stone we will
never forget. When we look at our past we are reminded of what God
did for us and when we remember the former days it gives us hope for
our future. Memory stones remind us that God can do anything.
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That is why we need to be reminded every day of the
promises of God because when the hurts, heartaches, trials
and tragedies of life bombard us we tend to forget these facts:
1. God has not forgotten you.
2. God has a purpose for your life.
3. God has a reason for your trial.
4. God will use your pain for good.
Without being reminded of these four truths we have a
tendency to fall apart. We look at life as a grind as we try to
just make it through the day. We become angry and bitter. We
develop unhealthy habits to cover our pain. We quit going to
church because some of our prayers weren’t answered the way
we wanted. We stop reading our Bible. And the downward,
slow fade spiral begins.
But what if instead of medicating ourselves or indulging in
harmful habits just to make it through the day we could
remember the words of God? What if we really could wake
up with excitement and anticipation knowing that each day is
an adventure that God has graced us with? Think of the
possibilities; they could be endless!
• Instead of fear we could walk through the day in
peace.
• Instead of anger we could journey through the
day in gentleness.
• Instead of bitterness we could offer forgiveness.
• Instead of hate we could pour out love.
• Instead of doubt we could live in faith.
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So often we forget where this hope lies and we need to be
reminded day after day the promises God has made to us.
We are people with short memories so our desire for this
book is to jog our memories with the words and promises of
God.
We will begin first with the words of Jesus:
John 16:33
“These things I have spoken to you, so
that in Me you may have peace. In the
world you have tribulation, but take
courage; I have overcome the world.”
(NASB95)
When we go through dark days, tragic and heartbreaking
days, we have to be reminded that life on this planet is not the
end. There is an eternity waiting where there will be no tears
or sadness, no death or crying. But the most important
promise that God has made to us is that eternity is given to
those who put their faith in Jesus alone. John 14:6 says Jesus
said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life; no
one comes to the Father but through Me.” The most
essential promise God has ever made to us is that death has
been defeated, sin has been paid for by Jesus and if we put our
faith in Him alone, heaven will be our eternal home. When
you make that choice to ask Jesus in your life He gives you
another promise: you will become His child.
John 1:12-13 says:
“But as many as received Him, to them
He gave the right to become children of
God, even to those who believe in His
name, who were born, not of blood nor
of the will of the flesh nor of the will of
man, but of God.”
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For the time being, we are left here on this earth with a
choice: the choice to follow Jesus and be a recipient of God’s
amazing promises which bring peace or the choice to live in
the toil of what this world has to offer which brings chaos. If
you choose Jesus then Romans 8:28 assures us of this fact:
“And we know that God causes all things to work together
for good to those who love God, to those who are called
according to His purpose.” The second most important
promise we have when we decide to follow Christ is that
EVERYTHING - all things; the good, the bad, the
catastrophic, and the calamities are promised to work
together for good. Because we forget, we need to be reminded
of this on a daily basis so when our world turns upside down
we can stand on the promises of God.
Forgetfulness is a theme in the Bible and the Israelites were
a perfect example of this. In the book of Exodus we find this
group of men, women and children stuck in Egypt as slaves in
a foreign nation. And along comes a man named Moses who
God has asked to deliver them back to the homeland they
were promised years before.
As Moses worked to free them from their bondage, the
Israelites saw more miracles in their lifetime than most people
ever would. For example Moses’ brother Aaron’s rod became a
serpent and the Nile river turned to blood. Plagues of locusts,
frogs and hail were poured down upon the Egyptians without
touching the Israelites. They witnessed the power of God as
He destroyed every first born animal and child that did not
have the blood of a lamb over their door post. The Lord went
before them in a cloud by day and a fire by night to give them
light. He fed them with manna and their shoes never wore
out. All of this was proof that God was on their side.
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Yet when the biggest test of their faith came their way they
fell apart. This group of 2 million people came upon the Red
Sea with the mountains surrounding them and suddenly they
realized they were hemmed in on all sides with the Egyptians
coming after them to haul them back to Egypt. And what did
they do? Trust Him? Relax in His care? Remember how
awesome and powerful this God was that led them with
miracle after miracle thus far? Nope. Sadly, instead this was
their response:
Exodus 14:10–12
“As Pharaoh drew near, the sons of
Israel looked, and behold, the
Egyptians were marching after them,
and they became very frightened; so
the sons of Israel cried out to the Lord.
Then they said to Moses, ‘Is it because
there were no graves in Egypt that you
have taken us away to die in the
wilderness? Why have you dealt with
us in this way, bringing us out of Egypt?
Is this not the word that we spoke to
you in Egypt, saying, ‘Leave us alone
that we may serve the Egyptians’? For it
would have been better for us to serve
the Egyptians than to die in the
wilderness.’ ”
The Israelites were frightened and feared for their lives.
They accused Moses of getting them out of Egypt only to let
them die in the wilderness. They forgot all the miracles God
did to get them to that point. And the point is; they forgot.
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They forgot the four facts we wrote of earlier:
• God has not forgotten you.
• God has a purpose for your life.
• God has a reason for your trials.
• God will use your pain for good.
God never forgot the Israelites. These were His chosen
people! He wasn’t going to let the Egyptians destroy His
children. God had a purpose for their lives – to start a new
nation in their homeland known today as Israel. His reason
for these trials was so they could learn to trust Him more.
The pain they endured would result in good. They would
have a new place to call home where they could put down
their roots for generations to come.
The questions we have to ask are: How could these people
see the power of God in such a grandiose fashion and then
not trust Him? How could they see miracle after miracle and
not believe He would come through for them? How could
they cry out to God because of their misery as slaves in Egypt
and have God answer their prayer but then turn on Him?
Because they forgot.
Reading this historical account, it is easy to judge them.
How could they so easily forget? Sadly, we do the same thing.
Think of all the prayers God has answered for you and yet
when faced with a similar situation do you panic? We have
our own business and when we would run low on funds to
make payroll or pay the bills, God always seemed to provide
in the most amazing, miraculous ways. But fast forward two
years when we would be in the same bind and our tendency
was to stress and panic forgetting what God did two years
before. We just needed someone to remind us that God
promised to take care of His children!
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The Israelites also needed to be reminded of the promise
God had given Abraham almost 400 years before; for in this,
promise held their future.
Genesis 17:4–8
“As for Me, behold, My covenant is
with you, And you will be the father of
a multitude of nations. “No longer
shall your name be called Abram, but
your name shall be Abraham; For I will
make you the father of a multitude of
nations. “I have made you exceedingly
fruitful, and I will make nations of you,
and kings will come forth from you. “I
will establish My covenant between Me
and you and your descendants after you
throughout their generations for an
everlasting covenant, to be God to you
and to your descendants after you. “I
will give to you and to your
descendants after you, the land of your
sojournings, all the land of Canaan, for
an everlasting possession; and I will be
their God.”
The Israelites longed for the day this promise would come
to fruition but year after year the memory faded. They needed
to be reminded that God had plans to make them a great
nation in a new land but getting to their new home would
take years of hardship. During those days of travel they could
have used some post it notes with verses that would help
them recall what God had said.
Forgetfulness is something we must have inherited because
we too need to be reminded DAILY of His promises! We
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tend to forget His power. We fail to recall His love and care
for us as His children. We don’t seem to remember how to
trust Him when we become fearful. We somehow overlook
His miraculous intervention in the past.
In other words, we need our own little post it notes from
the Bible to remind us of the truths God has promised us
because when we forget, our lives focus inward on our
problems and not upward on His solutions. And when we are
confronted with the Red Sea in front of us with nowhere to
turn, our choice will be either to remember His Words and
live in peace or forget them and live in fear.
Join us on a journey through the promises of God so when
our world comes crashing down, we will have His Word to
stand on. If you are like me, when I forget His love and
faithfulness, His grace and compassion, I just need someone
to…REMIND ME!
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CHAPTER 2
Remind me when I doubt

W

e have a confession to make – we have days of doubt.
It doesn’t take much for us to doubt; a terminally ill
child, a hurricane that rips families apart, a false religion
pointing people away from the one true God. Maybe it’s a
prayer for finances that turns to bankruptcy. Possibly it’s a
prayer for healing that turns to death. And that’s when we
board the doubt train and continue down that track until we
are reminded of the many people in the Bible who dealt with
the same issue.
Here is a fact: everyone struggles with doubt. Some of the
greatest men in the Bible struggled with bouts of doubt; men
like Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Peter, Thomas, and John the
Baptist. So, if you question your faith or question your belief,
be assured that you are in good company!
Charles Spurgeon known as the “Prince of Preachers” in
London in the 1800’s said this: “Some of us who have
preached the Word for years, and have been the means of
working faith in others and of establishing them in the
knowledge of the fundamental doctrines of the Bible, have
nevertheless been the subjects of the most fearful and violent
doubts as to the truth of the very gospel we have preached.”
The definition of doubt is to say we are uncertain about
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something. Doubt considers that what I believe may not be
true. And when it comes to our faith in Christ, everyone has
those moments that haunt us. Is God real? Does He really
care? Have I devoted my life and faith to a lie? How do I
REALLY know the Bible is true and that Jesus is the only
way to God? Is this tragedy REALLY working for good?
The first time doubt was seen in the Bible was in Genesis
with Eve in the garden. God told Adam and Eve that every tree
was permissible to eat from except one and then Satan shows
up causing her to question and doubt God’s love for her.
Genesis 3:1 “Now the serpent was more crafty than any
beast of the field which the Lord God had made. And he
said to the woman, ‘Indeed, has God said, You shall not eat
from any tree of the garden’?’ The woman said to the
serpent, ‘From the fruit of the trees of the garden we may
eat; but from the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of
the garden, God has said, ‘You shall not eat from it or
touch it, or you will die.’ The serpent said to the woman,
‘You surely will not die! For God knows that in the day you
eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like
God, knowing good and evil.’ ”
And Satan whispers in our ear just like he did with Eve. We
hear things like:
Did God REALLY say that the death of your
loved one can be used for good? What good
could possibly come out of your hurt and
heartache and grief?
Did God REALLY say that Jesus was the
ONLY way to God? But what about all the
religions in the world? That doesn’t seem right.
Did God REALLY say He would never leave
you? But you don’t feel His presence during
22
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this trial so are you SURE He really is with
you?
Did God REALLY say all your sins were
forgiven? What about the hurt you caused your
family? Do you think the blood of Jesus
REALLY covered that?
And you can fill in the blank with your own doubts.
What we see from the passage above is that Satan is a
master at putting doubt in our minds. He has a part in this
but we have to realize that doubting can also come from just
being human. We have brains that think more in the natural
realm. We trust what we CAN see in the natural realm over
what we CAN’T see in the supernatural. Our doubts become
the product of trying to trust an unseen God in whom we
have no visual contact with or confirmation of.
The good news is that Jesus was no stranger to the doubts
of His followers and John the Baptist is the perfect example
for us. The birth of John was nothing short of miraculous.
His father, Zechariah was advanced in age, and his elderly
mother Elizabeth was barren. Having a child was not
something they considered was possible for them even
though it had been their heartfelt prayer!
But one day out of the blue, as Zechariah was working in
the temple, the angel Gabriel showed up with a message:
Luke 1:11–17
“And an angel of the Lord appeared to
him, standing to the right of the altar
of incense. Zacharias was troubled
when he saw the angel, and fear
gripped him. But the angel said to him,
‘Do not be afraid, Zacharias, for your
23
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petition has been heard, and your wife
Elizabeth will bear you a son, and you
will give him the name John. You will
have joy and gladness, and many will
rejoice at his birth. For he will be great
in the sight of the Lord; and he will
drink no wine or liquor, and he will be
filled with the Holy Spirit while yet in
his mother’s womb. And he will turn
many of the sons of Israel back to the
Lord their God. It is he who will go as
a forerunner before Him in the spirit
and power of Elijah, to turn the hearts
of the fathers back to the children, and
the disobedient to the attitude of the
righteous, so as to make ready a people
prepared for the Lord.’ ”
What great news for Zechariah and Elizabeth! The son
they had prayed for would be on his way! But Zechariah
wasn’t too sure about all of this and even seeing the powerful
angel Gabriel standing in front of him didn’t seem to dispel
the DOUBT he was overcome with. So this is how he
responds:
Luke 1:18-20
“Zacharias said to the angel, ‘How will
I know this for certain? For I am an old
man and my wife is advanced in years.’
The angel answered and said to him, ‘I
am Gabriel, who stands in the presence
of God, and I have been sent to speak
to you and to bring you this good news.
‘And behold, you shall be silent and
unable to speak until the day when
24
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these things take place, because you did
not believe my words, which will be
fulfilled in their proper time.’ ”
What we learn from Zechariah is an important lesson; God
is saddened when we doubt because when we doubt it means
we don’t trust Him. Matt Chandler from the Village Church
made a statement one day about the people coming to his
church. He said this:
“It’s okay to NOT be okay…But it’s NOT okay to stay that
way!”
In other words, when you come to Christ and come to
church, it’s okay to come with all your baggage, but nobody is
supposed to stay that way! As a follower of Jesus He changes
us and this affects our doubt. We can begin our relationship
with Christ as a doubter but He doesn’t want us to stay that
way because He wants us to live in freedom and reliance on
Him.
After John the Baptist was born and as he grew into a
young man, his job was to pave the way for Jesus to come on
the scene. His life was devoted to proclaiming the coming
Messiah who was the Lamb of God that would take away the
sin of the world. John was the cousin of Jesus who preached
his heart out, lived in the desert, ate bugs and begged people
to “repent.”
Once Jesus was introduced to the world, John made sure
people knew that he would become “less and less” and Jesus
would become “greater and greater.” So in that process, Jesus
became very popular while John on the other hand ended up
in a prison cell for doing something right.
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Mark 6:17–20
“For Herod himself had sent and had
John arrested and bound in prison on
account of Herodias, the wife of his
brother Philip, because he had married
her. For John had been saying to
Herod, “It is not lawful for you to have
your brother’s wife.” Herodias had a
grudge against him and wanted to put
him to death and could not do so; for
Herod was afraid of John, knowing that
he was a righteous and holy man, and
he kept him safe. And when he heard
him, he was very perplexed; but he
used to enjoy listening to him. “
It was in his prison cell that doubts began ravaging his
mind. John heard Jesus was raising the dead and healing the
sick. He heard Jesus was casting out demons and people were
being baptized. When John’s disciples show up to share the
thrilling news with him behind the prison walls, instead of
being excited about all that Jesus was doing, John’s response
was consumed with doubt so he sends a message back to
Jesus:
Luke 7:18–19
“The disciples of John reported to him
about all these things. Summoning two
of his disciples, John sent them to the
Lord, saying, ‘Are You the Expected
One, or do we look for someone else?’ ”
Look for someone else? What kind of a question was that
from a man who devoted his entire life to proclaiming the
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truth about Jesus? How could someone like John give in to
such devastating doubt that he would even question if Jesus
really was the long awaited Messiah? And with this scene we
begin to realize that even the most devoted followers of
Christ have moments of doubt.
For you it might be a tragedy that has invaded your life that
you cannot reconcile with a loving God, which is causing you
to doubt. Possibly you were fired from your job even though
you had done everything with honor and integrity, which is
triggering you to doubt. Maybe your pastor made a moral
misjudgment that has caused you to doubt the Christian faith
in general. And just like John, you don’t know how to
reconcile your situation that seems so wrong and unfair.
When John’s disciples went back to inquire of Jesus the
question John had asked, the answer he gives is stunning to
all who were listening. Jesus answers in Luke 7:23 “And
blessed (happy—with life-joy and satisfaction in God’s
favor and salvation, apart from outward conditions—and
to be envied) is he who takes no offense in Me and who is
not hurt or resentful or annoyed or repelled or made to
stumble [whatever may occur].” (AMP)
Jesus makes it clear that in this world there are going to be
things we will never understand but He wants to reassure us
that we are blessed when we can distinguish between our
difficult circumstances and His love and plan for our lives.
We are blessed when we refuse to be annoyed or repelled at
Him when something bad and unexpected comes into our
lives. He promises that we are blessed when we can continue
on through the doubt even when things like this happen:
I prayed for something so important and God
said no.
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I stopped and helped that person with the flat
tire and I got hit by a car.
I was a loving faithful wife and my husband had
an affair and walked out on me.
A drunk driver killed my loved one.
The Tsunami killed 250,000 people.
The Sandy Hook tragedy took the lives of
innocent children.
The Ebola virus has affected missionaries
serving Jesus.
When we start seeing the tragedies of this world we begin
to doubt that God really cares or that He is even paying
attention. And as John the Baptist languished in prison he too
had his doubts. We can imagine what he was thinking:
“But I thought we were in the ministry together
forever.”
“But I am your cousin, your family, why aren’t
you here for me?”
“If you can raise the dead you can surely unlock
the prison cell door and get me out of here.”
“I was so faithful to You and You are letting me
down.”
With John’s response we begin to recognize that even the
strongest believers have their moments of doubt. Lee Strobel
in his book The Case for Faith says this about doubt:
“Doubting doesn’t mean you are not a Christian. Doubting
means you are just human.” He goes on to ask the question,
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“Will you catch the virus of doubt?” You probably will. The
big question is, “How can you prevent that virus from turning
into a terminal disease that ultimately kills your faith?”
That is the question we will all have to answer at some
point. Will we allow our doubt to shake our faith? Or will we
stand on what Jesus says and recognize we live in a fallen
world where many times we will not have the answers we are
looking for? Will we continue believing and trusting that God
knows what He is doing or will our doubt become fatal to our
faith?
In all honesty we struggle with doubt the most when we
travel. We begin seeing a big world with many different
religions and belief systems. We spoke to a man in Greece
who gave us a blank stare when we asked about his belief in
God. We saw churches in Scotland that were cold and empty.
We walked by the church in Bethlehem built over the location
where Jesus was born and we heard Muslims praying loudly
next door to Allah through a loud speaker. We saw Jewish
men and women praying at the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem
waiting for the Messiah. Then we hear of Buddhists in China
and Hindus in India and suddenly our doubts become very
real.
The Bible says Jesus is the ONLY way to God. How is that
even possible in this big world where many people have never
even heard of Him? That doesn’t seem right. That doesn’t
sound fair.
Then we come home and see people pray with complete
belief that God will heal them and yet the person dies.
We pray for someone close to us with mental illness to be
restored to health and they get worse.
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We pray for the release of men and women imprisoned in
foreign countries who are being persecuted for their faith in
Jesus and yet nothing changes day after day.
We listen to our friend who prayed for guidance as he was
looking for work. When he was offered a job clear across the
United States he felt this was God calling him and his family
to move. A few months after they moved, he was fired.
We pray for God to open the eyes of the people close to us
who are blinded by the false religion they have joined and yet
they only seem to dig deeper into their deception.
We pray for the salvation of a loved one for 20 years and
nothing happens.
We see children dying of cancer at young ages and we know
God could step in and heal but He doesn’t.
And then we open our Bible and see verses like these which
make us doubt even more:
1 John 5:14
“This is the confidence which we have
before Him, that, if we ask anything
according to His will, He hears us.”
Matthew 6:33
“But seek first His kingdom and His
righteousness, and all these things will
be added to you.”
John 14:13–14
“Whatever you ask in My name, that
will I do, so that the Father may be
glorified in the Son. If you ask Me
anything in My name, I will do it.”
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What we see from these verses is that when we pray, our
prayers should reflect Jesus’ values and purposes. Our prayers
should have God’s kingdom agenda in mind. And we would
say that for the most part, our prayers do have God’s kingdom
in mind. We want people to come to Christ because we know
He does. We want people to be healed and to be restored
because we know that is His desire. Our doubts arise when
we are praying for things we know Jesus wants and yet when
our prayers don’t get answered how we want them to, we
doubt if God is really listening.
Doubt can destroy our faith if we don’t know how to
counter it and that is why we need to be reminded what to do.
What can we do when life doesn’t seem fair and God seems so
distant? What should we do when there seems to be no
rational explanation for why God allows sickness, death and
destruction? The answer? Open the Bible and stand on the
promises of God.
Jesus reminded John the Baptist of what it would take to
get rid of his doubt and it would begin with trusting Him
with “whatever may occur.” For John, that meant refusing to
be angry with Jesus even if he never got out of prison. It
meant refusing to be resentful when his unfavorable
circumstances never changed. For us it means recognizing
that Jesus promises we can be happy in our lives apart from
outward conditions because we know God has a purpose for
where we are. We have to remember the words of Jesus time
and time again.
The cure for doubt is knowing what the Bible says and
trusting in the heart of God. We know of His love and His
compassion. We know He can do anything because He is
God. When we doubt we have to learn to find the verses that
will counteract the uncertainty we are feeling.
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For instance, when we begin to feel that God is not fair
because of all the different religions, we have to remind
ourselves of what He says in His Word:
John 14:6
“Jesus said to him, ‘I am the way, and
the truth, and the life; no one comes to
the Father but through Me.’ ”
Matthew 7:13–14
“Enter through the narrow gate; for the
gate is wide and the way is broad that
leads to destruction, and there are
many who enter through it. For the
gate is small and the way is narrow that
leads to life, and there are few who find
it.”
John 3:16
“For God so greatly loved and dearly
prized the world that He [even] gave
up His only begotten (unique) Son, so
that whoever believes in (trusts in,
clings to, relies on) Him shall not
perish (come to destruction, be lost)
but have eternal (everlasting) life.”
To quell our doubts we had to be reminded that God loved
this world so much that He sent Jesus to die for those who
would trust in and rely on Him for salvation. We had to be
reminded that God’s plan for salvation was through Jesus
alone and that the road is very narrow and very few would
find Him. Now, when we travel, we have an arsenal of verses
to counteract the doubt.
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When our friend felt God was calling him to move his
family to another state and the job he took did not work out,
we had to remember Romans 8:14: “For all who are being
led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God.” Instead of
doubting, we were encouraged by this verse knowing that our
friend was led to a different state for a purpose. Looking
back, what didn’t make sense then makes perfect sense now.
When people pray with complete belief that God will heal
and He doesn’t, we have learned to stand on what the Bible
says in Psalm 116:15 “Precious in the sight of the Lord is
the death of His godly ones.” Why would God see the death
of someone He loves as precious? When that doesn’t make
sense then we remind ourselves of another verse in Isaiah
55:9 “For as the heavens are higher than the earth, So are
My ways higher than your ways and My thoughts than your
thoughts.”
In order to defeat the doubts, we need to be reminded that
this world is temporary and we are looking for a day when
there will be no pain or death, mourning or tears. Revelation
21:4 says: “and He will wipe away every tear from their
eyes; and there will no longer be any death; there will no
longer be any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things
have passed away.” When we pray for someone with a mental
illness to be healed and they get worse, we look in the Bible
and see that Jesus didn’t always heal everyone. At the Pool of
Bethesda He healed one man; not everyone. In the Old
Testament the prophet Elijah saved one woman and her son
from starvation and death; not everyone.
Reading the Bible is the key to rooting out the doubts that
invade our lives. We have to recognize that the world we live
in is a temporary dwelling place that is filled with sin and
sickness and death. The world we live in is transitory and
fleeting and we are called to pray and believe that God can
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and does answer prayer but many times His plan is different
than ours. We have to trust that He is doing something we
may never understand.
Like Jesus says in Luke 7:23 “Blessed is he who does not
take offense at Me.” Our job is to remember what the Bible
says so that when our doubts raise their ugly head we have
the words of God to fight back with. There is a story of a
majestic tree that stood for over 400 years and weathered
storms and lightening. But the tree eventually died; not
because of the storms or lightening but because little tiny
beetle bugs attacked the tree and destroyed it. The same can
happen to our faith. It might not be the big trial in your life
that shatters your faith and causes your doubt but instead it
might be many smaller events that eat away at you until your
faith is ruined.
Continuing on with the story of John the Baptist, as he
languished in his prison cell, the disciples of John went to
Jesus with John’s question:
Luke 7:20-22
“So the men came to Jesus and said,
John the Baptist sent us to You to ask,
Are You the One Who is to come, or
shall we [continue to] look for another?
In that very hour Jesus was healing
many [people] of sicknesses and
distressing bodily plagues and evil
spirits, and to many who were blind He
gave [a free, gracious, joy-giving gift
of ] sight. So He replied to them, Go
and tell John what you have seen and
heard: the blind receive their sight, the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the
deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and
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the poor have the good news (the
Gospel) preached to them.”
What Jesus told John is exactly the antidote we need when
we are plagued with doubt. The cure is this: REMEMBER.
Jesus wanted John to remember the mission; the blind, the
lame, the lepers and the deaf are restored to health. The good
news of salvation was being preached and people were coming
to Christ in repentance and faith and being baptized. Jesus
wasn’t angry with John because of his momentary lapse of
doubt but instead he knew the remedy for John was to be
reminded of why he was here on this earth. We too need to be
reminded of the same thing.
This life is about Jesus and helping others find Him, but
often we have to go into places where we would rather not be
in order to fulfill that mission. For John the Baptist it was a
prison cell. For you it might be a divorce court, a hospital
waiting room, or a funeral home. And in those undesirable
places where we would rather not be, we need to remember
that God has not abandoned us but instead He wants to use
our story to further His kingdom. Thousands of years later
we are still reading John the Baptist’s story of how he
overcame his doubt. What we learn is that the key to moving
through our doubt is this: remembering God’s bigger story of
redeeming people. We are a part of that story. When we focus
on His purpose for our life then we can look at our hurts and
heartaches with joy instead of running away from our faith
because of our doubts.
Here are our choices when we doubt:
We can be so hurt by our circumstances that we
walk away from Jesus.
We can become so resentful because He allowed
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something tragic to happen to us that our faith
is destroyed.
Or, we can remember that God always has a
purpose and reason for what He allows in our
lives.
When we begin to understand this we can walk through
life with joy no matter what prison cell, hospital room, or
unemployment line we find ourselves in. Even though there
are things we don’t know, we can believe there is a bigger
purpose. This was what Jesus wanted John the Baptist to be
reminded of.
All of this takes faith and faith must be nurtured. We don’t
just wake up one morning with faith. Faith takes time to
build. To build your faith takes time in His Word. We have to
know what God says so that when we begin struggling with
our doubt we can be reminded of the truth. Romans 10:17
says: “So faith comes from hearing, and hearing by the
word of Christ.” God gave us the Bible so we could read how
He worked in the past so that we can learn how He wants to
work in us.
Doubting is a result of living in a fallen world but always
remember; just because we doubt doesn’t mean we should
stay that way. As God becomes bigger in your life the doubts
will become smaller. The more time you spend getting to
know Him the less you will question what He is doing! When
you do this you will begin to walk THROUGH your doubts.
You will learn to serve Him THROUGH your doubts. You
will push through instead of pushing away. You will learn to
base your faith on what you KNOW to be true in His Word
and NOT on your feelings!
REMIND ME that the remedy for doubt is faith which can
only come by hearing the Word of God!
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CHAPTER 3
Remind me That you
are present in my battles

e all have battles in life: the addiction we can’t get a
handle on, the marriage that is void of love, the
teenager who rebels against everything we say or the hospital
stay that never seems to end. We do what we can to make it
through the day but each morning begins a fight that wears us
down. Each night we go to sleep dreading the same problems
tomorrow when we wake up. What if we could remember
that God promises to lead us through these battles for us?
If that is a promise, how can we look forward to each day
instead of feeling anxiety as the alarm clock goes off in the
morning?

W

We need to change our perspective on the trials and
suffering that come into our lives. We need to look at life and
realize that experiencing pain and sorrow is not something to
be avoided. God allows tragedy in our lives to bring us to the
end of our own abilities and to a place of dependence on
Him. Only then can we know Him as our Provider, Healer,
Comforter and Advocate.
In chapter 1 of this book we met a man named Joshua, the
man who was commissioned to lead the Israelites into the
Promised Land after the death of Moses. Over four hundred
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years earlier God made a promise to a man named Abraham
that his descendants (the Israelites) would live and occupy a
land flowing with milk and honey, a land we know today as
modern day Israel. But years after Abraham died, when a
famine hit their land, the Israelites were forced to move into
Egypt just to survive. As their families grew in numbers they
were a threat to the Egyptians and they were forced into
slavery. The promise of their future home faded each day as
captivity made them feel hopeless and full of despair.
God had not forgotten His promise and when the time was
right, He appointed a man named Moses to rescue the people
from their bondage and lead them back to their new home.
On the way out of Egypt the Israelites saw the miraculous
hand of God more in their lifetime than any generation likely
ever will, but as they traveled to this new Promised Land,
they continually complained and refused to believe God could
get them home safely. Because of their unbelief and their
disobedience, God kept them wandering in the wilderness for
forty years until the oldest generation died off. He refused to
bless the generation who would not trust that He would keep
His word.
When the last person in that disobedient generation died it
was a new era and God appointed Joshua as their new leader.
Moses was now dead and God called upon Joshua to take this
young group of men and women and forge their way to a new
land.
Joshua 1:1-4
“Now it came about after the death of
Moses the servant of the Lord, that the
Lord spoke to Joshua the son of Nun,
Moses’ servant, saying, ‘Moses My
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servant is dead; now therefore arise,
cross this Jordan, you and all this
people, to the land which I am giving to
them, to the sons of Israel. Every place
on which the sole of your foot treads, I
have given it to you, just as I spoke to
Moses. From the wilderness and this
Lebanon, even as far as the great river,
the river Euphrates, all the land of the
Hittites, and as far as the Great Sea
toward the setting of the sun will be
your territory.’ ”
As God gave Joshua his marching orders it probably
sounded much easier to God than it did to Joshua! Imagine
what Joshua was thinking as he started calculating what this
meant. Towns would have to be destroyed. Raging rivers
would have to be crossed. Wars would have to be fought.
And the biggest problem? The men in Joshua’s camp were
desert dwellers not fighting soldiers! Joshua became very
aware, very fast, that this was a battle he could never face
by himself.
Joshua would need to be reminded of a few important facts
that you and I need to remember when facing battles of our
own. God promised to go before Joshua and lead the way
which is exactly what He promises to us also. God reminded
him:
Joshua 1:5
“No man will be able to stand before
you all the days of your life. Just as I
have been with Moses, I will be with
you; I will not fail you or forsake you.”
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Joshua 1:9
“Have I not commanded you? Be
strong and courageous! Do not tremble
or be dismayed, for the Lord your God
is with you wherever you go.”
In other words, God wanted to remind Joshua of this truth:
the conflicts are coming but God promises to be with us
through them all. So often as a Christian we feel that life as a
follower of Jesus should be pain free and problem free and
yet, unfortunately, the Bible doesn’t say that. What it does
say, however, is that this great and powerful God who can do
ANYTHING will never fail us or abandon us. Trials are
what God uses to teach us to trust Him. Problems are what
God uses to teach us not to rely on ourselves. Sometimes the
biggest complications in life are what God uses in order to
demonstrate His awesome power and mercy.
So how do we know He is really there? How can we believe
that He cares enough to walk with us through the
overwhelming obstacles we encounter? Joshua probably
wondered the same thing. They had just crossed the Jordan
River and Jericho would be the first town they would have to
defeat on their journey to occupy the Promised Land. Joshua
was a military man but even for him there had to be moments
of anxiety wondering if God really would show up.
As Joshua was getting ready for the battle of his life he
suddenly looked up to see the most amazing sight; a man with
a sword drawn in his hand. Joshua had no idea if this was a
friend or a foe but he could tell there was something very
different about this person standing mightily in front of him.
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Joshua 5:13–15 says
“Now it came about when Joshua was
by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes
and looked, and behold, a man was
standing opposite him with his sword
drawn in his hand, and Joshua went to
him and said to him, ‘Are you for us or
for our adversaries?’ He said, ‘No;
rather I indeed come now as captain of
the host of the Lord.’ And Joshua fell
on his face to the earth, and bowed
down, and said to him, “What has my
lord to say to his servant?” The captain
of the Lord’s host said to Joshua,
‘Remove your sandals from your feet,
for the place where you are standing is
holy.’ And Joshua did so.”
Joshua realized this was an encounter with the living God.
This was not an angel because angels would never accept
worship. It was apparent that Joshua was standing on holy
ground with the pre-incarnate Jesus standing in front of him
with sword drawn as the captain of the host of the Lord. The
emotions he felt must have started with fear and then quickly
moved to comfort as he recognized he was standing face to
face with the One who would go before him and fight his
battles. Identifying who this stranger was brought Joshua to
the ground face down in worship as relief must have swept
over him knowing he was not alone to fight this war.
The lesson we can learn from this is that Jesus, the same
captain of the host of the Lord, is the same Jesus that is with
us through our battles. We may not see Him with our
physical eyes like Joshua did but, this encounter reminds us
that even though we can’t see, He is there. That should give
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us tremendous courage going forth knowing He has prepared
the way for the fight we are about to face. God did not leave
Joshua to fend for himself just like He will not leave us. As
the rough journey was about to begin, fighting for a land that
God had given as a gift to the Israelites, Joshua was comforted
knowing the power of Who would go before him.
So the question is: what is your battle? Could it be a bad
report from the doctor that will begin a long journey through
treatment? Maybe it is an impending divorce filled with
heartache and betrayal that you fear will leave you financially
drowning? Possibly your battle is with a rebellious child who
is walking down a wrong path in life and you know this will
not have a good ending. Maybe your struggle is with mental
illness or addiction and at the moment you feel completely
alone. The promise you need to be reminded of is this: you
are not alone!
When the battle is over there is a Promised Land.
Life is filled with battles that take days, months and even
years to get through. And just like Joshua we look forward to
the day when we will be at peace in the land after the fight is
over. That is why you don’t want to ever give up. What we
see in Joshua’s life is that battles take time, they cost money,
and they bring on heartache when a soldier is lost. Those
realities are not considered “good.” But what is good is what
that battle brings at the end. Years later Joshua enters the
Promised Land a little older, wiser, and wounded, but in the
end as he sits on the land God had promised he could see the
good that came out of the struggle.
You can too. Nobody likes the battlefield; there is pain and
sorrow there. Nobody likes the war zone, there are too many
casualties. But we need to learn a lesson from Joshua. The
Promised Land is well worth it and as we are facing combat
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we need to look toward the day when the battle will be over
and there will be peace in the land. That day will come but
somehow remembering that God was with Joshua through
the battles gives us comfort knowing He has not forgotten us
in the fight either.
We often speak with people who are beginning the fight of
their lives. The man who got let go from his job, the woman
who got a bad report from the doctor, the girl who is sinking
into depression and the wife who is convinced her marriage
might be over. These are real life events where each person
will need to be reminded that Jesus, the greatest warrior of
all, is right there with them. He promises to go before them
and make a way. He promises to take the bad and turn it to
good. He encourages them to be strong and courageous and
inspires them to refuse to tremble in fear.
Rob and I were talking one day about what our lives would
be like if we didn’t recognize God had His hand in everything
that happens to us on a daily basis. We would be crazy
people. There is something comforting about knowing the
business meeting that turned ugly, the child who refuses to
listen, and the relationship that seems to be changing for the
worse is somehow allowed by a sovereign God who has a
purpose in all of it. At night as we lay our head on our pillow
we can rest in the fact that we were not dropped on this earth
and forgotten but instead we have promises from God that
He is intimately involved in everything that happens to us.
That is why we can sleep peacefully at night knowing the
captain of the host of the Lord is in the battle with us.
For Joshua, seeing Jesus as a Warrior gave him hope that
yes, the upcoming clashes might be brutal, but knowing he
was not alone gave him the courage to continue the fight.
The lesson for us is this: never give up assuming you have
been forgotten. Never become a deserter because you think
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He doesn’t care. Refuse to crumble and fall apart supposing
He has turned His back on your problems. Be reminded that,
just like Joshua, you are not fighting your battles alone.
This scene in Joshua proves to us that battles are a part of
life and part of getting us to our own personal Promised
Land. If you are in a war feeling like you are fighting for your
life, your marriage, your children or your job, you will need to
trust that your battle will have a purpose just like it did for
the children of Israel. Years and years after the conflict to win
the land God had promised them, these men and women who
fought so hard finally settled down in peace in the homeland
they had been fighting for.
The same can happen to us if we learn to remember. But in
many cases we tend to forget. We become fearful of what lies
ahead. We worry when we can’t see how this might end. We
can’t imagine that God will come through when our problems
seem so big. Yet what we learn from Joshua is that as he
moved forward without knowing how this daunting task
would turn out, he had a choice. Run because the assignment
God gave him was too difficult or REMEMBER that God
would be in every moment of every battle with him. Would it
be challenging? Absolutely. But what he learned was that
knowing Jesus was in the fight with him gave him the
confidence to move forward.
Many years after the Israelites conquered the land, a man
named Jehoshaphat would come on the scene and what we see
is how he too needed to be reminded of what Joshua had
learned years before:
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2 Chronicles 20:15,17
“and he said, ‘Listen, all Judah and the
inhabitants of Jerusalem and King
Jehoshaphat: thus says the Lord to you,
Do not fear or be dismayed because of
this great multitude, for the battle is
not yours but God’s. You need not fight
in this battle; station yourselves, stand
and see the salvation of the Lord on
your behalf, O Judah and Jerusalem.
Do not fear or be dismayed; tomorrow
go out to face them, for the Lord is
with you.’ ”
The battle is the Lord’s which means all our battles are His
to fight for us. Our job will be to remember His promises: the
battle is not yours but is God’s and the Lord is with you.
REMIND ME that I am not facing my battles alone!
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CHAPTER 4
Remind me when I fear

W

hen our children were small, Rob and I went away for
a weekend by ourselves. As night settled in and Rob
fell asleep I was overcome with one feeling: fear. Fear that
someone would fall in the pool at home and drown while we
were away. Fear that the babysitter would not watch our kids
and something tragic would happen. As the night wore on I
realized that fear was debilitating and it robbed me of my
rational thinking. It stole my peace and took away any joy I
could have had. The definition of fear is this: an unpleasant
emotion caused by the belief that someone or something is
dangerous, likely to cause pain, or a threat.
We have all experienced this incapacitating emotion. The
unexpected bill we can’t afford to pay, the retirement we
realize we have not saved enough for, the late night call from
the hospital that jolts us out of a peaceful sleep or the pink
slip we were handed because the company was downsizing. In
an instant we are the beneficiaries of what is known as fear,
the pit in our stomach that won’t go away.
Fear comes on us like a cloud that covers the sun. One
minute life is looking bright and sunny and then without
warning the storm clouds roll in and everything changes. The
world becomes bleak and frightening as circumstances out of
our control force the feeling of anxiety and concern to the
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forefront of our lives. So with that in mind, Jesus wants to
REMIND us from His Word in the Gospel of Luke that the
storms of this life are never out of His control. He taught His
disciples this lesson on the Sea of Galilee in the beautiful
land of Israel.
The Sea of Galilee is the largest freshwater lake in Israel;
13 miles long and 8 miles wide. The water that flows into the
lake comes from the Jordan River along with an underground
spring. It was this lake that Jesus decided to take His disciples
on a little field trip of sorts in order to teach them a valuable
lesson about fear. We will begin the story in Luke 8:22 “One
of those days He and His disciples got into a boat, and He
said to them, let us go across to the other side of the lake.
So they put out to sea.”
Here is the good news; Jesus knew there would be a storm
but he never stopped the trip. This is a great reminder for us
that as the impending storms in our lives suddenly blow in
and begin to wreak havoc, we can be assured that God always
has a purpose in the storm. Think about the disciples who sat
at the feet of Jesus and listened daily to His preaching. Jesus
knew that sitting and listening would give his followers head
knowledge but until they were faced with an actual storm
they would never be forced to put what they learned into
practice.
The same is true for us. We can show up at church on
Sunday and sing, pray and listen to the pastor give a
wonderful sermon. We can walk out the door nodding our
heads in agreement with everything that was said but we will
never know if those words would change our life until we are
faced with an opportunity to put them into practice. Head
knowledge doesn’t change our lives. Information about God
doesn’t grow our faith. But storms do. The storms in our life
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are what God will use to stretch our faith enough to conquer
our fear.
As the disciples got in the boat the waters were calm. Most
of these men were fisherman by trade and knew every inch of
this lake. They knew when storms were coming. They knew
what signs to look for. They were completely comfortable in
their surroundings on the water which is why Jesus took them
there. The disciples were self-sufficient and Jesus knew they
would never rely on Him until they were forced to. So He
gave them a lesson about fear and trust in the one place they
felt most comfortable; in a boat on the lake.
Where do we feel most comfortable? The job we know we
will never get fired from? The home we believe we will live in
forever? What do we put our faith in the most? Our 401K?
Our savings account? For us it was our bank account. Years
ago we sold a business that we spent years building up. After
the sale we became very comfortable with the way our lives
were going. We didn’t need to trust God for anything
financial because we trusted the stock market and the real
estate investments we made, which we assumed would keep
us set for life.
Within a couple years the stock market came crashing
down and the land we invested in became virtually worthless.
We found ourselves like the disciples in the middle of a storm
in fear. The money was gone. How would we pay our bills?
How would we make payroll for our new business that
employed four of our sons? It was during those difficult days
when God took us out of our comfortable situation that we
learned how faithful He really was. We were taught what it
meant to truly trust Him for everything we needed. Each
week when we were able to pay our bills we would thank God
for providing for us once again. We began to understand that
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He wanted us to rely on Him and not ourselves but in order
to show us that, we had to go through the storm.
What began to happen is this: our faith grew and our fears
subsided. We had to be trained in the storms of life in order
to overcome our fear. None of us like trials and hardship but
without them we stay stagnant. We don’t grow up in our
faith. We don’t know what true peace is. We fall apart when
we hear bad news. We become afraid of the future. We are
afraid we will get cancer. We fear we won’t have enough
money to live on until we die. So in order to overcome our
fears God takes us out of our comfort zones and teaches us to
trust Him which is what we need to do in order to conquer
our fear.
Part of overcoming fear is remembering God has a purpose
for what we are going through. We have to be reminded that
He is right there in the boat with us. Our job is to turn to
Him for comfort and direction. We have some friends, Bob
and Cherylin who found out their 25 year old son has cancer.
As a parent we cannot imagine anything more frightening to
hear.
Cherylin told me that one day as she left her house to
go to the hospital she had a panic attack. Suddenly every
imaginable fear regarding her son came to the surface and for
a brief time she said she understood what it felt like to be out
from underneath the blanket of knowing God was in control.
She explained that under the blanket there was peace
knowing that God would use this trial for good, but outside
of that blanket there was indescribable fear and anxiety. Their
faith would be stretched as this storm rocked their world but
without this trial they would never be forced to rely on the
only One who could give them the peace and comfort they
needed. They were comforted by the fact that God is
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sovereign and nothing is out of His control. If they did not
believe their son’s cancer had a God driven purpose then they
would be terrified thinking this health crisis was a random,
purposeless act that the universe had thrown at them.
It is said that Michelangelo when creating the statue of
David was asked how he could take a big chunk of marble and
fashion that into David. He replied that the big chunk of
marble was David – he was just chipping away at what
shouldn’t be there. The same is true with fear. The trials and
storms in our lives are what God will use to chip away at our
fear until faith is what is revealed. We will learn this lesson
from Jesus on the Sea of Galilee.
Luke 8:23 continues:
“But as they were sailing, He fell off to
sleep. And a whirlwind revolving from
below upwards swept down on the lake,
and the boat was filling with water, and
they were in great danger.”
Remember, Jesus had already told the men they were going
across the lake to the other side. They should have rested on
His word; they should have remembered what He had told
them before He fell asleep. But because He was slumbering
and silent His disciples assumed He wasn’t paying any
attention as the wind became ferocious and the boat was
filling up with water.
Holman’s Bible Dictionary defines fear as “the natural
emotional response to a perceived threat to one’s security or
general welfare. It ranges in degree of intensity from a sense
of anxiety or worry to one of utter terror.” The disciples most
likely moved to the utter terror end of the fear spectrum.
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These men were fisherman who saw storms on the Sea of
Galilee all the time but this storm came up so suddenly and
with such force that even they were frightened. But here is
what we can learn: just because God seems silent it never
means our problems are out of His control. We have to be
reminded of what God has already promised us:
Deuteronomy 31:8
“It is the Lord Who goes before you;
He will [march] with you; He will not
fail you or let you go or forsake you;
[let there be no cowardice or flinching,
but] fear not, neither become broken
[in spirit—depressed, dismayed, and
unnerved with alarm].” (AMP)
Joshua 1:9
“Have not I commanded you? Be
strong, vigorous, and very courageous.
Be not afraid, neither be dismayed, for
the Lord your God is with you
wherever you go.” (AMP)
Isaiah 41:10
“Do not fear, for I am with you; do not
anxiously look about you, for I am your
God. I will strengthen you, surely I will
help you, surely I will uphold you with
My righteous right hand.” (NASB95)
As the storm grew in strength and magnitude the disciples
realized this squall was out of their control. They knew the
lake but they also knew they were in trouble so they did what
we should do when faced with fear: cry out to God! But
many times fear makes us forget who God is. Fear makes us
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forget what He is capable of doing. Think about what the
disciples saw: dead people rising from the dead, demons cast
into swine, and lepers healed. They were front and center to
the most amazing power of God but when fear showed up on
the lake during a frightening storm they forgot Who was in
the boat with them. They assumed they would drown and
never make it to the shore.
When our kids were little I took them to the fair. We
thought it would be fun to ride the Ferris wheel which
towered so high we could see the city. The problem was there
were no seat belts and no doors and at any moment I knew
our kids could fall to their death. I have never been so afraid
in my life because I realized the truth of what Max Lucado
says in his book Fearless. He explains fear as a perceived loss
of control and that day I had no control. I knew I could not
stop the ride; it would stop when the ride operator decided it
was over and we were let off the ride when he determined to
do that also. Fear was the result of having no control over a
terrifying situation.
Luke 8:24a
“And the disciples came and woke Him,
saying, Master, Master, we are
perishing!”
These fishermen recognized they had no control over this
storm. They did what they could to stop the boat from
capsizing but they acknowledged the fact this was a problem
too big for them to handle by themselves. They turned from
their self-reliance and put their dependency on Jesus and He
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that He was capable of
handling any issue that came into their lives.
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Luke 8:24b
“And He, being thoroughly awakened,
censured and blamed and rebuked the
wind and the raging waves; and they
ceased, and there came a calm.”
Luke 8:25a
“And He said to them, [Why are you so
fearful?] Where is your faith (your
trust, your confidence in Me - in My
veracity and My integrity)?”
Why were they fearful? Because they didn’t think Jesus was
paying attention to what was going on. They didn’t think He
was in control of the sudden, frightening event that was
happening. And that is why we fear too. We, just like the
disciples, have a tendency to forget that He is mighty and
powerful. We forget that He created this world and
everything in it and He is big enough to take care of anything
we need. But when these men saw that Jesus rebuked the
wind and the waves and calmed the storm they became fearful
again, but this time it was for a different reason.
Luke 8:25b
“And they were seized with alarm and
profound and reverent dread, and they
marveled, saying to one another, Who
then is this, that He commands even
wind and sea, and they obey Him?”
Suddenly the storm was of little concern but somehow
witnessing the power of God frightened them more than the
wind and raging waves. They began to understand the power
behind the Man in the boat. They began to understand why
they never would have to fear again; they realized they were
face to face with the God who controls everything. What is
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the cure for fear? Understanding how great and mighty our
God is!
In the book Prince Caspian, by C.S. Lewis, Lucy sees the
lion Aslan. She hasn’t seen him in many years and He had
changed so much since the last time she saw him. He was so
much bigger than she remembered and she says to him:
“Aslan,” said Lucy, “you’re’ bigger”
“ That is because you are older, little one,”
answered He.
“Not because you are?”
“I am not. But every year you grow you will
find me bigger.”
That is how we get over our fear; we spend time every day
to make God bigger in our lives. When the disciples saw the
storm they were afraid but once they saw Jesus, the Ruler of
this world, take on the storm their fear diminished. They
spent the time with Jesus in order to see who He really was
and what He really was capable of doing.
We can do the same but that will take time in His Word.
That will require opening our Bible in order to get God’s
perspective on this world. Think about what we can learn
starting in Genesis. God created this world from nothing; the
galaxies, the sun, the moon and the stars. Then as we move
on through the Bible we see how He floods the earth and
starts over with Noah’s family. Then in Exodus we see how
He parts the Red Sea so millions of people can walk through
on dry land. We read how He fights for His people and wins
battles with the sound of a trumpet. This is a big God we
have put our faith in!
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As we spend the time to read about God we begin to see
our lives from His vantage point. We begin to see our lives,
not as a random act, but instead as a life that was created for a
purpose. We start to recognize the bigger story of this world
and we start to understand we are a part of that story. As we
move through the Bible we see that God has a purpose for
everyone and everything that happens. When something
happens out of our control that makes us fear, we can stop
and remember that nothing in our lives happens by chance
and that fact will give us peace.
The world we live in is changing fast. The economy is
unstable, terrorism is on the rise and countries are vying for
power. We see tornados and hurricanes, tsunamis and
drought. We watch the news and each day there is something
new and frightening. What if we could remember that as a
child of God – a follower of Jesus – our job is to help those
that fear instead of being the one who fears! If God is truly as
big as the Bible says He is, and if He controls everything that
happens and promises to work everything negative into
something good, then do we really ever have to be afraid
of anything?
The more we see how God interacted with the men
and women in the Bible we begin to see in hindsight
how He always had a purpose in allowing their difficult
circumstances. In Genesis we meet Joseph who was sold into
slavery by his own brothers, falsely accused for rape and
thrown into jail for years. On the other side of that tragic
story we see how God planned and used all of those
seemingly needless and challenging situations to save the
nation of Israel from famine.
Job was another man in the Bible that seemed to suffer
randomly and needlessly. He lost his children, wealth,
servants and livestock in one day and yet what we learn from
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him is that everything we have is on loan from God. Job
1:21 gives us an insight into how we should look at life by
saying “Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked I
shall return there. The Lord gave and the Lord has taken
away. Blessed be the name of the Lord.” When we can begin
to live this way, our fears will subside because even if what we
fear the most does happen, we can be reassured God has a
purpose.
We received an email from a woman named Connie who
wrote about the purpose she now has through the loss of a
child to suicide:
Many years ago my husband and I took a
financial class through our church. One of the
first things we were asked to do was to sign a
Quick Claim Deed over to God for those things
that we treasured most. Among those things
were my children. One of my greatest fears was
always that something would happen to one of
my children, especially my daughter, who had
struggled with various issues from her teenage
years. Little did I know how important that
Quick Claim Deed would become. We lost our
daughter to suicide 2 days before Thanksgiving
2001. She was one month short of her 27th
birthday. As difficult as it was, there was a
peace in having been prepared and knowing
that she was in God’s hands. My greatest fear
had been realized but God walked with me
through it all and held me up. Since that time I
have been fortunate to minister to many parents
who have lost children. It breaks my heart to
open old wounds each time, but there is also a
healing in sharing with others to help them
through the pain.
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God taught me so many things through the
loss of Heather but one of the most important
things He taught me is that He doesn’t “give” us
children, He only lends them to us for a time.
He lent me Heather knowing all the trials and
challenges she would face. He chose me to be
her mother. He entrusted me with His precious
child. I would do so many things differently but
we can’t change what has been. We can only
learn and move forward. And I would do it all
over again if given the chance, even knowing
the pain of losing her again. My time with her
was precious and I am so grateful to God that
He let me share her life for that time.
I still fear for our other daughter, our son,
and especially for our grandchildren. But God
reminds me repeatedly that they are His and
the best thing I can do is to leave them in His
care.
What a great perspective from Connie who went through a
tragic storm in her life and came out on the other end with a
purpose to help others who would go through what she had
already been through. She has a “God perspective” on life and
even though fear may sometimes creep in she has learned to
take those fears and put them in the hands of God. She
allowed God to remind her of important truths. The disciples
had to learn to do the same thing by saying, “Here is the
storm; now You take it from here!” We need to be reminded
that even if our worst fear comes to fruition, God will use it
for good.
A while back Rob had to travel to China and because the
trip is so long and the time zone change is so brutal he got
some new sleeping medicine. The night before he left I told
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him he should take one of these pills in order to make sure he
did not have a bad reaction to it. A few minutes after he took
it I got on what I call the “fear train” and suddenly I started
down this track of “what ifs.” What if he has a heart attack in
the middle of the night because of this medicine? What if he
dies and I am left alone with our business and ministry to
handle by myself? And by the time I got to the end of this
track I pictured myself alone, destitute, homeless, and
without a ministry.
As ridiculous as that sounds it made me realize what fear
does. It robs us of any rationality. It confuses us and takes
away our peace. It makes us afraid of a tragic future that will
likely never happen so here is what I learned to do: play out
your worst fear to the end. Laura Numeroff is the author of
many children’s books and one is titled If You Give a Pig a
Pancake. The premise of this book is that if you give a pig a
pancake she will want syrup but if you give her syrup then she
will want a bath and if she wants a bath then she will want
bubbles. By the time the book is finished you can see how
many “what if ” scenarios can happen if you play something to
the very end.
In order to get through fear we learned a valuable insight
from Laura’s book. Face what you fear the most and play it
out to the end. For me it looked like this: What if Rob died
in the middle of the night? What if I had to deal with seven
children, spouses and grandchildren all by myself? Would I
be able to handle the ministry by myself? Would our boys be
okay without my husband’s wisdom in making good business
decisions? And all those questions brought on fear. But as I
played my fear to the end I realized that if I could remember
what God has told me in His Word then I knew I would
make it. Would it be difficult and heartbreaking? Absolutely.
But would I get through it? Absolutely. Why? Because God
has promised that to me.
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Here is what I was reminded of:
All things work together for good.
Romans 8:28
“And we know that God causes all
things to work together for good to
those who love God, to those who are
called according to His purpose.”
God goes before me in everything – even tragedy.
Deuteronomy 31:8
“The Lord is the one who goes ahead
of you; He will be with you. He will not
fail you or forsake you. Do not fear or
be dismayed.”
God will give me strength and peace.
Psalm 29:11
“The Lord will give strength to His
people; the Lord will bless His people
with peace.”
In order to get through our fears we first have to face them.
We see this done by Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane the
night He was betrayed and arrested. Sometimes we think that
because Jesus is God He wasn’t worried or fearful about what
He would have to endure in the future on a cross. Thankfully
Mark’s gospel gives us a glimpse into the dread He was feeling
regarding the torture and agony He was about to face.
Mark 14:33–34
“And He took with Him Peter and
James and John, and began to be struck
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with terror and amazement and deeply
troubled and depressed. And He said
to them, My soul is exceedingly sad
(overwhelmed with grief ) so that it
almost kills Me! Remain here and keep
awake and be watching.” (AMP)
Jesus knew the physical torture of the cross that He was
about to endure. He recognized the mental agony He would
face as His Father would turn His back on Him as the sins of
this world were placed on Him. And what was Jesus’
response? Terror, which sounds a lot like fear.
We have all felt the feeling of terror; the late night phone
call from the police, the bad medical report from the doctor
or the child in rehab we know might never make it out alive.
With the fear that encompasses our soul at the thought of an
unexpected future, we have a choice to make, just like Jesus
did. We either let the misfortune destroy us or we look up to
our Father and pray for a miracle.
Mark 14:35
“And going a little farther, He fell on
the ground and kept praying that if it
were possible the [fatal] hour might
pass from Him. And He was saying,
Abba, [which means] Father,
everything is possible for You.” (AMP)
The first thing Jesus did with His fear was take it directly
to His Father. He asked for a miracle; a change in eternity’s
plan. Maybe Jesus was asking for an easier way, a different
way, possibly a less painful way. He knew His Father could do
anything so Jesus asked a bold question, “If possible could
this fatal hour pass from me?” But what Jesus says next is the
key to getting past our fear:
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Mark 14:36
“Take away this cup from Me; yet not
what I will, but what You [will].”
(AMP)
When we begin to fear we need to be reminded of this fact:
God is sovereign and He has plans for even the events we fear
the most. In an instant God could have granted Jesus His
request but think of the course this world would have taken if
He had. Thankfully God the Father said no. We need to
remember that as we follow Jesus, many times He doesn’t take
away the painful situations but instead He walks through
them with us. Our job will be to recollect the fact that God
will use all pain for His purpose just like He did when Jesus
went to the cross.
Sometimes we need to be reminded of the “but” in this
verse which is the place we will gain the most peace; “not what
I want, BUT what You want.” We need to remember this
when God says no to healing as we prepare for the chemo
that is scheduled for next week. We need to recall these
words when we pray for a restored marriage and yet the
divorce attorney has informed us the papers have been signed.
We need a post it note on our refrigerator jogging our
memory that God knows what He is doing when our only
daughter has just packed her bags to leave home after an
angry argument.
It is during these times that we feel God has forgotten us.
It is during these times we feel as though God does not have
our back. We need to remember that Jesus asked for His
fearful situation to be taken away and yet God knew the
implication for all of us if He had given in to that request.
The same is true for us. Our peace will come when we give
up our agenda for God’s agenda, just like Jesus did. When we
can get to the point of turning every situation over to God’s
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control, that is where we will find peace. We will need to be
reminded of Isaiah 55:9 “For as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways and
My thoughts than your thoughts.”
As a child of God, we never have to fear because we are
assured that God will use the difficult days that come our way
for a purpose beyond what we can imagine. We need to
remember that when we decided to follow Jesus we signed up
for His team and we gave Him permission to do whatever He
desires in order to further His Kingdom. 2 Corinthians 5:20
reminds us “Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, as
though God were making an appeal through us; we beg you
on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God.” An ambassador
according to Baker Encyclopedia of the Bible is someone who is
a messenger or envoy officially representing a higher
authority. Sometimes we need to be reminded that we are
here on this earth as representatives of God.
As ambassadors that means we can represent Him well
even if our worst fear comes to pass.
That could mean that our sickness gets worse, the person
we love dies, the job is given to someone else or our child goes
to prison; representing God means He will give us everything
we need to make it through these trials all the while pointing
people to Jesus along the way. People are used by God in
hospitals, divorce courts, bad marriages and prison visitation
rooms. But somehow in all our chaos and heartbreak God
promises us a bigger, unseen purpose that He will use to
bring others to a saving relationship with Christ.
Getting to this place of peace takes time and effort on our
part. We need to be reminded on a daily basis that as a
follower of Jesus our life is not about the things of this world
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but instead our purpose is to serve God. When we begin to
fear we need to remember the words God has reassured us
with but, for that to happen we have to open our Bible. We
need to be reminded of verses like these:
Jeremiah 32:17
“Ah Lord God! Behold, You have made
the heavens and the earth by Your great
power and by Your outstretched arm!
Nothing is too difficult for You…”
Psalm 8:3–4
“When I consider Your heavens, the
work of Your fingers, the moon and the
stars, which You have ordained; what is
man that You take thought of him, and
the son of man that You care for him?”
Psalm 115:3
“But our God is in the heavens; He
does whatever He pleases.”
Job 42:2
“I know that You can do all things, and
that no purpose of Yours can be
thwarted.”
Remember – as our faith grows in a Sovereign God who is
in control and has purposes in everything that happens in this
life, our fears become weak. As God becomes bigger our fears
diminish. The only way to make Him bigger is to remind
ourselves daily of who He is and what our purpose is here on
this earth. That is how our fears are reduced.
REMIND ME that I never have to fear because you are
always in control.
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CHAPTER 5
Remind me That you lead me

W

hen we were on vacation we decided to go to a
bookstore. Since we were out of town and did not
know the area very well we needed our Google map to
navigate us to where we wanted to go. We listened to the
voice of someone as they told us which way to turn on which
road in order to make it to our final destination. At one
point there were two roads both with the same name but
going different directions. In a split second we had to make a
choice but we knew one thing; if we had made the wrong
choice, the voice giving us directions would have re-routed us
back to where we were supposed to be.

As we were driving home we realized that in a way, that is
how God leads us. When we make a decision to follow Jesus,
the Holy Spirit takes up residence in our life and acts like the
Google maps system. It is His job to lead us and guide us and
help us decipher questions like: Should we move to Atlanta?
Should I take the job that was offered to me? Which school
should I go to? Should I marry that person? Are we ready to
have children? When we are faced with challenging questions
and we do not have the answers, we need to be reminded of
Romans 8:14 which says: “For all who are being led by the
Spirit of God, these are sons of God.”
Making life decisions can produce an enormous amount of
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anxiety. We find ourselves asking questions like: “Am I
making the right decision? Am I really hearing from God or
is it just my emotions? What if I think I am doing what He
wants but I make a wrong choice? Will I be out of the will of
God?” With these questions come confusion and many times
stress which is never God’s intention. He promises us in
1 Corinthians 14:33 that “for God is not a God of
confusion but of peace, as in all the churches of the saints.”
(NASB95) How do we make decisions without
apprehension? How do we walk a road of peaceful
contentment as we make choices in life?
Sometimes it is easy to forget that we are children of God.
Because we are in His family He promises He will lead and
guide us through our lives. Proverbs 21:1 reminds us that,
“The King’s heart is in the hand of the Lord, as are the
watercourses; He turns it whichever way He wills.” That is
how He guides us; He changes our heart and turns it toward
the place He wants us.
Many years ago we volunteered at a homeless shelter. Week
after week we gained a heart for the men, women and
children who seemed to need a break in life. We encountered
people who lacked education, social skills and job
opportunity, but along with these issues were those who
struggled with drug and alcohol addiction. As time went on
we felt the need to do something to help those that were
displaced in society, so we began a ministry.
Our desire was to open a shelter that would train
individuals to be proficient in society. We purchased a small
restaurant in hopes of hiring the homeless to help get them
back on their feet. We began on a small scale but within a
few months we became more and more convinced that this
ministry was not where we were supposed to be. The people
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we worked diligently to help get a fresh start lied and stole
from us. The woman we put to work in the restaurant on a
trial basis, slept in and didn’t make it to work on time.
Money was missing, the drug addiction continued and our
hearts grew cold to these people.
When we were in the planning stages for this ministry we
had a pastor friend, Paul, who helped us get a big picture view
of what our organization would look like. Paul explained to
us that when God births a ministry it is like a pregnant
woman – it keeps on growing. The desire expands, obstacles
become challenges to overcome and the thought of walking
away never takes hold. But for us, on paper the plan looked
great, but in reality it was like God flipped the light switch off
for us.
One night we started talking about the future and neither
one of us could think past the day. The desire was gone, the
dream of helping these people had disintegrated and our
souls turned emotionless. It was then we realized that God
had taken a dream and turned our hearts away because that
was not the place He wanted us. What we learned is that if
you have a desire for something, pray about it. If you feel
peace, then proceed. But always know that at any time God
can veer you off the path you thought you were supposed to
take.
In the Bible we meet a man named Abraham who must
have understood the concept of peace. Abraham lived in a
foreign country with a family who worshipped false gods.
One day Abraham hears from God:
Genesis 12:1–3
Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go forth
from your country, and from your
relatives and from your father’s house,
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to the land which I will show you; and I
will make you a great nation, and I will
bless you, and make your name great;
and so you shall be a blessing; and I
will bless those who bless you, and the
one who curses you I will curse. And in
you all the families of the earth will be
blessed.”
God had a specific purpose for Abraham’s life; he would be
the father of a new nation, the nation of Israel. Abraham
heard God speak but now he had a choice; do what he felt
God was calling him to do or sit around wondering if he
really, truly heard from God. Abraham must have felt peace in
his heart as he packed his bags and loaded up his family and
possessions to travel to a new land that nobody had ever
heard of before.
We all struggle with the idea of hearing from God. We get
an idea about something we want to do. Maybe it’s an idea
for a new job, a new business or a new college degree.
Possibly it’s an idea for a new ministry, a new relationship or a
desire to move, but we want to make sure what we are
thinking of doing is really from Him. So, what do we need to
be reminded of?
First, we need to remember that God has given us a brain
which in turn gives us thoughts and ideas. In the Bible, God
wants to remind us that many times the thoughts we get are
from the society and culture around us and not from Him. It
will be our job to make sure our thoughts are renewed by
God. Romans 12:2 says: “And do not be conformed to this
world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind,
so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is
good and acceptable and perfect.” In order to know God’s
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voice we need to make sure we are seeking His will for our
lives. We need to know what the Bible says regarding what we
think we are hearing. If we want to do something but know
there is a clear command in Scripture against it, we can be
assured that our thought or idea is not from God. We are
promised in Psalm 32:8–9 The Lord says, “I will guide you
along the best pathway for your life. I will advise you and
watch over you. Do not be like a senseless horse or mule
that needs a bit and bridle to keep it under control.” (NLT)
God promises to lead us but we need to remember to keep
Him first in everything. He will open and close the doors in
our life and it will be our job to ask Him where He wants us
to go. We got a phone call from a woman who wanted to take
some of our books to a church picnic but she wasn’t sure if
she should. So the first thing she did was pray; first that she
would have the Pastor’s approval and second that she would
be able to get a hold of us. Her prayer was that if God did
not want these books at the picnic that He would make sure
we wouldn’t get the message. She had an idea but before she
acted on anything she wanted to make sure that her idea was
really from the Lord.
Sometimes we have thoughts and ideas but we never take
the step this woman did. Instead of asking God if we should
do what we are contemplating, many times we just assume the
thought is from God so we forge ahead without asking Him
first. We need to remember that God promises to lead and
guide but we have to make sure and stay in constant contact
with Him and wait for the peace He gives before we push
forward.
Throughout this book we have used Joshua as an example
of someone who was a great leader that paid attention to
every command and instruction that came from God. As they
began conquering and destroying the cities they came in
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contact with, the men and women in the town of Gibeon
became fearful of what they would do to them, so the
townspeople came up with a deceptive plan in order to save
their own lives. They pretended they were from a distant
country and asked Joshua for a peace treaty. There was one
problem; Joshua assumed they were telling the truth (which
we would consider a thought) and yet he never consulted the
Lord.
Joshua 9:3–15
But when the people of Gibeon heard
what Joshua had done to Jericho and
Ai, they resorted to deception to save
themselves. They sent ambassadors to
Joshua, loading their donkeys with
weathered saddlebags and old, patched
wineskins. They put on worn-out,
patched sandals and ragged clothes.
And the bread they took with them was
dry and moldy. When they arrived at
the camp of Israel at Gilgal, they told
Joshua and the men of Israel, “We have
come from a distant land to ask you to
make a peace treaty with us.” The
Israelites replied to these Hivites,
“How do we know you don’t live
nearby? For if you do, we cannot make
a treaty with you.” They replied, “We
are your servants.” “But who are you?”
Joshua demanded. “Where do you come
from?” They answered, “Your servants
have come from a very distant country.
We have heard of the might of the Lord
your God and of all he did in Egypt.
We have also heard what he did to the
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two Amorite kings east of the Jordan
River—King Sihon of Heshbon and
King Og of Bashan (who lived in
Ashtaroth). So our elders and all our
people instructed us, ‘Take supplies for
a long journey. Go meet with the
people of Israel and tell them, “We are
your servants; please make a treaty
with us.” ’ “This bread was hot from the
ovens when we left our homes. But
now, as you can see, it is dry and moldy.
These wineskins were new when we
filled them, but now they are old and
split open. And our clothing and
sandals are worn out from our very
long journey.” (NLT)
Joshua looked at the circumstances which seemed right, but
He never prayed about what he should do. Maybe he was
busy. Maybe he forgot. Maybe he just trusted. The problem
was that Joshua made a peace treaty with a neighboring city
that he was never able to revoke because he forgot to ask God
what He thought was best.
As we read this story in the Bible we are reminded the
importance of keeping God in the forefront of any thoughts,
ideas or decisions we make. Joshua had extra stress in his life
because he forgot to consult the Lord which is a great
reminder for us. God promises to lead us but our job will be
to go to Him first with what we are thinking. There are many
times that we think an idea is really good but after prayer and
a good night sleep, our hearts have changed by the morning.
When we feel like God is impressing upon us to do
something and we have His peace then we need to take a step
forward and see what He does. Just like the Google map
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navigation system, if we step out and it really isn’t what God
wants us to do, He will re-route us. He will close a door. We
had that happen with a business we started. We were
absolutely convinced this was where God wanted us but
within a year we had to shut the business down. At the time
we were confused and frustrated wondering why God had
allowed us to start a company that He knew would fail. But
looking back we can see how he just re-routed us in a
different direction; one He knew would work better for us.
Our goal will always be to ask God for His will over ours as
we read in Psalm 143:10 “Teach me to do your will, for you
are my God. May your gracious Spirit lead me forward on a
firm footing.” (NLT)
The comforting news is that God promises that we, as His
children, will be guided by Him. We need to remember two
things:
1) Do not do anything that God commands
against. He will never lead us where He has
already told us not to go. Before making a
decision, we need to find out what the Bible
says about our circumstance. If we know we are
outside His boundaries then we know the
decision we are about to make is not from Him.
The Bible is clear on what He expects regarding
all issues of life: marriage, divorce, dating,
alcohol, homosexuality, living together before
marriage, and pre-marital sex just to name a
few. Our job is to examine the Scriptures to
find out what God says before we make a
decision so He can lead us on the right path.
Acts 17:11 Now these were more nobleminded than those in Thessalonica, for they
received the word with great eagerness,
examining the Scriptures daily to see whether
these things were so. (NASB95)
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2) Get counsel from Christians who know you
and know your situation. Make sure they know
the Bible so they can give you advice based on
what God says. We are assured in Proverbs 1:5
that “A wise man will hear and increase in
learning, and a man of understanding will
acquire wise counsel,” and in Proverbs 12:15
“The way of a fool is right in his own eyes, but
a wise man is he who listens to counsel.” We
also read the importance of seeking out many
counselor’s in Proverbs 15:22 “Without
consultation, plans are frustrated, but with
many counselors they succeed.”
As a Christian, we do not live in a world devoid of
guidance. Sometimes when we are confused about the
direction we are thinking of taking we need to remember to
do what James says: ask for wisdom. James 1:5 reminds us,
“But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who
gives to all generously and without reproach, and it will be
given to him.” When we get an answer always remember
what it will consist of; James 3:17 “But the wisdom from
above is first of all pure. It is also peace loving, gentle at all
times, and willing to yield to others. It is full of mercy and
good deeds. It shows no favoritism and is always
sincere.”(NLT)
Acts 16:6–7 is a great reminder that when we step out in
faith, believing that God is asking us to do something and yet
it is not where God wants us; He will stop us. “Next Paul
and Silas traveled through the area of Phrygia and Galatia,
because the Holy Spirit had prevented them from
preaching the word in the province of Asia at that time.
Then coming to the borders of Mysia, they headed north
for the province of Bithynia, but again the Spirit of Jesus
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did not allow them to go there.” (NLT) When we are
focused on following God to lead us wherever He thinks is
best, we can be assured He will get us to our right
destination.
Sometimes to know where God wants us we need to take
that step of faith and let Him open the door or shut it. We
never have to panic at a closed door. That is part of the
promise of guidance and that is why we can rejoice over
closed doors knowing that God is the One behind it. When
there seems to be a fork in the road, take the one you feel
works best for you. God is in the U-Turn business if He has
a different plan and that is what we need to be reminded of
when we feel confused!
REMIND ME that You are always guiding my steps!
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CHAPTER 6
Remind Me that many times
Your path for my life is
different than I expected
raveling from Phoenix to San Diego one summer we
planned on staying at a hotel we had stayed at a few
years before. In order to make reservations we went on the
hotel’s website, clicked on the specific hotel we wanted to stay
at and when it was all done they sent us a confirmation. As
we were driving away from Phoenix we pulled up the address
of the hotel from our reservation number and put it into our
phone so the map system we had would direct us right to the
hotel’s front door. The issue we encountered was that we
were directed a different way than we thought we were
supposed to go and the hotel we ended up at was not the
hotel we had originally planned on staying at.

T

There we were at a hotel in an area we had never been
before. We got checked in, asked for directions to a
restaurant, started walking and much to our surprise we saw
new and exciting places we never knew existed! When we
started on this trip we had in our minds exactly where we
would be. We knew where we would walk and where we
could eat. But unbeknownst to us, our plans would change
and we would be forced to come up with new plans for our
stay.
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The same is true for many of us. We have our life planned
out: go to school, get a job, get married, have a couple kids,
and find the perfect place to live out the balance of our days
on this earth. Sometimes our lives end up on a different road
and God’s GPS system points us to a different path than we
intended. On this road, guided by God, we will have to learn
to settle in right where He has us knowing all along that He
has brought us to this new place.
In the Bible, there is a story about a woman named Naomi
who was married and had two sons. Naomi was perfectly
happy living in Bethlehem most likely planning on staying
there the rest of her life. But God had other plans. During a
famine, her husband, Elimelech, decided to move the family
to Moab which was 20 or 30 miles away, in order to escape
the food crisis in Bethlehem. Naomi was forced down a road
she had never intended to take.
While they lived in Moab, Naomi’s sons married Moabite
women and tragically during their stay her husband Elimilech
died. To make things worse both her sons passed away also.
This left Naomi a heartbroken widow with two daughters-inlaw who had been a part of her family for only ten years. Life
for Naomi was rapidly changing and the road she was on had
taken twists and turns she never imagined.
Many of us can relate to the pain that Naomi felt. Because
of the famine, the plans she had for her family had been
destroyed as she was ripped from her comfort zone in a
homeland she was familiar and comfortable with. Her dream
of sitting in a rocking chair on the porch with her husband
watching their grandchildren at play would never happen. In
fact, with the death of her sons, the grandchildren she had
hoped for would now never come to fruition. The life Naomi
had envisioned would never become a reality.
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As we read the words on this page it is easy to sympathize
with Naomi because we too can relate to shattered dreams.
For many of us the road map for our lives looks different than
we had expected. For some it might be that your spouse
walked out on your marriage and left you with children to
raise by yourself which was never how you intended your life
to go. Or maybe for you it isn’t the marriage that has been
destroyed but it was your dream of a healthy child who would
play baseball and soccer but instead you are picking out the
wheelchair that will carry him around the rest of his life. Or
possibly it is the ministry you were certain God had called
you to and you remember the excitement as you sold your
belongings and packed your bags to move to a foreign country
only to be living in the harsh reality of lack of funds and
broken promises from donors.
All of us have visions of what our lives are supposed to look
like yet when our dreams aren’t fulfilled the way we planned,
we will have a choice. We can assume that our life is in the
hands of fate and random chance. We can believe our
problems are an indiscriminant freak of nature that has no
purpose, or…we can take a step back and see God’s hand in
the place He has moved us to. Just like finding ourselves at a
hotel we never planned on, we were faced with making the
best of where the road map had taken us.
If we had our choice we would never have intentionally
changed our destination for fear of the unknown. Many
times in life God purposely moves us to new and challenging
places and our job will be to see Him as the controller of our
personal GPS system. For instance, in the new hotel our GPS
took us to we learned to venture out. We went to new
restaurants and walked paths we had never gone before. All of
this because we ended up somewhere we never intended. We
traveled on roads that opened up new experiences for us, and
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God does the same for us in our lives as He moves us out of
our comfort zone just like He did for Naomi.
All through the Bible we see God leading and guiding His
people and many times we need to be reminded that He does
the same for us today. When our lives take an unexpected
turn we need to remember that it is His guiding hand that is
the force behind the sudden change. If we forget that God is
the One who is steering the path for us we can become
despondent and discouraged. If we remember that He always
has a purpose in His leading we can be hopeful and
encouraged to continue the journey. Isaiah 58:11 says, “The
Lord will guide you continually, giving you water when you
are dry and restoring your strength. You will be like a wellwatered garden, like an ever-flowing spring.”
When our lives change we can be assured of these truths:
Psalm 37:23
“The Lord directs the steps of the
godly. He delights in every detail of
their lives.” (NLT)
Proverbs 3:5–6
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart;
do not depend on your own
understanding. Seek his will in all you
do, and he will show you which path to
take.” (NLT)
Psalm 32:8
“The Lord says, ‘I will guide you along
the best pathway for your life. I will
advise you and watch over you.’ ”(NLT)
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Psalm 23:1-4
“The Lord is my shepherd; I have all
that I need. He lets me rest in green
meadows; he leads me beside peaceful
streams. He renews my strength. He
guides me along right paths, bringing
honor to his name. Even when I walk
through the darkest valley, I will not be
afraid, for you are close beside me.
Your rod and your staff protect and
comfort me.” (NLT)
Isaiah 41:10–13
“Don’t be afraid, for I am with you.
Don’t be discouraged, for I am your
God. I will strengthen you and help
you. I will hold you up with my
victorious right hand.” (NLT)
As we read the Bible we realize that God has never
promised a pain free existence but what He does offer is the
comfort in knowing He is present in our distress. He
reminds us that there will be fearful days and discouraging
days. He reminds us that there will be dark valleys, but just
like Naomi, God always has a purpose even when our lives are
turned upside down.
After ten years in Moab and with the loss of her husband
and sons, Naomi decided it was time to go back home to
Bethlehem. She was bitter and angry at how her life had
turned out thus far but in hindsight we are able to see the
bigger picture that Naomi could not see. God needed her
daughter-in-law Ruth, to marry a man in Bethlehem named
Boaz, because through their offspring would come Jesse, the
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father of King David and through his lineage would come
Jesus, the Savior of the world.
When our path in life gets adjusted, we need to be
reminded that just like we see with Naomi’s heartache, God
always knows what He is doing. We may not see it at the
time but somehow being reminded of this fact can be
comforting when we are trying to endure the pain of an
altered dream. Think of all the men and women in the Bible
who thought their life would go one way until God stepped in
and changed everything.
• Noah was perfectly happy with his family until
God told him to put his life on hold and build a
boat.
• Abraham loved his life until God stepped in
and told him to move to another country so
that through him a new nation would come to
be.
• Sarah was excited for her life with Abraham
and yet ended up struggling through the
dysfunction of Abraham’s illegitimate son born
to their Egyptian handmaid.
• Joseph loved his family and his country until
his brothers sold him into slavery and he ended
up in prison in a foreign land.
• Moses was adopted into royalty and ended up
in the wilderness running from the law.
• Joshua loved being under Moses’ command but
when Moses died Joshua had to lead millions of
people into the Promised Land.
• Esther was content with her simple life until
she was forced to be Queen.
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• Hannah was childless until she made a deal
with God and when her first little boy was born
she gave him up before the age of 4.
• Saul lived an obscure life until God said he was
to be the first King of Israel.
• David loved his quiet life of tending sheep and
playing the harp until God called him to take
over Saul’s position of King.
• Elizabeth was barren until old age where she
miraculously became pregnant with John the
Baptist.
• Mary was a sweet peasant teenager who was
looking forward to marrying Joseph and settling
down in her small hometown until God gave
her the job of being the mother of Jesus.
• Peter loved his job as a fisherman until Jesus
called him to a life of “fishing for men.”
• Paul was thoroughly satisfied with his life as a
staunch Pharisee as he persecuted Christians
until one day He met Jesus on the road to
Damascus and it changed his life forever.
With these examples we can see how God takes ordinary
people living ordinary lives and steps in and gives them
extraordinary tasks. For us that could mean:
• I wanted to be a nurse but instead I am a stay at
home mom imparting my faith in Jesus to our
children.
• Our child was born with autism and now we
have a ministry that helps families cope which
allows me to share my faith.
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• I had plans to start my own business and
become financially secure but instead I work
full time at the homeless shelter in town.
• Our dream was to have children of our own but
because of infertility we have adopted and we
pray that these children will serve God when
they grow up.
• I have always wanted to play the drums in a
rock and roll band but now I play drums in the
worship band at church.
• My desire was to always live in California but
my job transfer sent me to Minnesota where I
work at a church as a youth leader.
• My child took a wrong path in life and ended
up in prison and we now have a prison ministry
to help families struggling with the same
heartache.
• We always wanted our children and
grandchildren to live nearby but they are now
missionaries serving in a foreign country.
What we learn from the men and women in the Bible,
normal people just like us, is that God’s ways are different
from ours. His plans always supersede our plans. His desire
for our life will always take the place of our desire. But
sometimes we need to be reminded that as a follower of Jesus
we signed up to be His bondservant.
The word bondservant comes from the Greek word doulos,
meaning “one who gives himself up to another’s will, those
whose service is used by Christ in extending and advancing
his cause among men.” When we take on the task of
following Christ we do so with the understanding that our
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lives will not be our own any longer. Our will is to be given
to God and overtaken by His will. We are His servant and
slave and we are to go where He calls us. Our dreams in life
are overtaken by His plans because our life will be lived to
further the gospel however He needs us to and He changes
our hearts to be in line with His will.
So, when our world starts to change and events begin
happening that we never expected, we need to be reminded
that God’s ways many times are different than ours. Our
desires need to be tempered by our devotion to Christ. Our
wishes should be strengthened and resolved by understanding
the truth about what it means to be a slave to Christ. As Paul
puts it in Romans 6:22 “But now you are free from the
power of sin and have become slaves of God. Now you
do those things that lead to holiness and result in eternal
life.” (NLT)
If you are at a place in your life where things are difficult
and you don’t like where God is leading you, remember Jesus
had moments like that also. We read in Luke that before He
went to the cross He prayed and asked that God would
change His situation. Luke 22:42 says, “Father, if you are
willing, please take this cup of suffering away from me. Yet
I want your will to be done, not mine.” (NLT) But He
ended His prayer bending to the will of His Father.
Just like finding ourselves at a hotel in a strange area, we
had a choice to adapt to our new situation and make the best
of our time. As we go through life we can confidently be at
peace in the new places we are guided to as we ask God to:
REMIND ME that many times Your path for my life is
different than mine!
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CHAPTER 7
Remind Me what it means
to trust you
very morning at 6 a.m. our four boys would show up
at our house for work. Because of the financial strains
of renting an office, we decided that working out of our home
would be a good idea. We took the boys old bedroom and put
four desks in there and that would be their “office” for the
upcoming years as we tried to build our business. Each
morning we would sit and have coffee as we would talk about
our strategy and what our next steps would be. The boys
worked hard and traveled a lot but all along they knew one
thing: this business was a product of God’s amazing grace and
guidance in their lives.

E

Before we moved the office to our house we had a meeting
in the alley behind our previous location. It was that alley
that became a place of remembrance for us - a place like the
Jordan River where Joshua crossed and set up “memory
stones.” The alley became our Jordan River where we would
remember all that God had brought us through. It was in that
alley that we would be reminded of how our business came
into existence.
One of our sons played football at Wheaton College in
Illinois and as we boarded the plane for a visit we took two
seats by a woman. Apparently we bumped her as we were
trying to get in our seat and she was completely annoyed with
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us, so although we apologized, she got up and moved seats.
Just as she did, a man asked if he could sit by us and God
used this particular man to change the course of our lives
forever.
As we reminisced behind the office building, we knew it
was not a coincidence that this man sat down next to us. On
the plane we spoke for hours about the business we were in
and he motivated us to use our knowledge and move into the
dental industry. Because of this “chance” meeting with this
man, that is exactly what we did. But in that alley we
pondered the past and we knew there was no “chance”
involved. We knew that this was the hand of God and we
trusted that with that kind of beginning, God alone would be
the sustainer of this endeavor. The boys prayed, they thanked
God for the opportunity, they worked diligently and they
knew that their success would come because of their faith and
trust in God to provide.
And then it happened. The unexpected transpired. We ran
out of money. The trust we had in God seemed to wane.
Nobody told us that this new business would cost more than
we planned. We had naively expected that shortly after we
opened the doors we would be profitable, but as the bank
account dwindled and the bills piled up, we realized that our
company might not survive. But we kept looking back at our
memory stones. We knew God was opening this door for us
and we could not believe it was over, so during this time we
learned the meaning of the word “trust.”
The meaning of the word “trust” is this: a firm belief in the
reliability, truth, ability, or strength of someone or something.
In other words, if we were to put our trust in God to keep our
business going we would have to believe that God was reliable
and that He had the ability and the strength to help us
through. We knew our part was to work industriously but in
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the end, we could not trust our own ability but rather we
would learn to depend on God.
All through the Bible we see story after story of men and
women who worked diligently doing what God asked of
them, but in the end they had to trust and rely on Him
alone to complete their task. For example:
• God appointed Moses to confront Pharaoh but
because of his speech impediment he had to
trust God.
• God gave Noah the responsibility of building a
boat but when it came time to fill it with
animals, Noah had to rely on God to bring
them to him.
• Isaac needed a wife and so his father Abraham
sent a servant to go to his homeland and find
one. The servant prayed and trusted that God
would bring the right girl to the water well at
the right time.
• Jacob stole his brother Esau’s birthright and
had to run for his life. Years later Jacob had to
rely on God to keep him alive as he came face to
face with his estranged brother.
• As a young teenager, David had to trust that
God would use a tiny stone to kill a giant.
• Moses led millions of people in the wilderness
but he had to rely on God to part the sea so
they could make it to the other side.
• Joshua and the Israelites walked around Jericho
but they had to rely on God to make the walls
come crumbling down with the sound of loud
trumpets.
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• Samson lost his physical strength but had to
trust God in the final moment of his life to give
him the power needed to enact vengeance on
the Philistines.
• Seven boys were paraded in front of Samuel to
find out who would be the next king, but
Samuel had to trust that God would make it
clear which one it should be.
• Daniel was thrown into a lion’s pit and had to
rely on God to protect Him.
• Mary was told by an angel that she would be
the mother of the Messiah and she trusted that
God would tell her fiancé Joseph what was
going on.
• A woman who had a serious medical issue
touched the edge of Jesus’ cloak as she trusted
that she would be healed.
From all these examples we see people who did their part
but then had to rely on God to do His. That is what trusting
God is all about. They did what God asked them to do but
for the final results they knew they had to wait on Him. For
our boys, they knew they had to work hard which meant
calling on customers and sending out emails. It meant
spending time to address and stuff envelopes and working
through problems. For us, it meant baking cookies and
packaging them so the boys could get their foot in the door of
dental offices. After that it would be God’s job to move on
the hearts of those receiving the emails, fliers and cookies to
give us their business.
When we look at how God works all through the Bible we
see that our job is to work as diligently as possible but the
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final outcome has to come from God. That is where trusting
Him comes in. Psalm 22:4–5 says, “Our fathers trusted in
You; they trusted (leaned on, relied on You, and were
confident) and You delivered them. They cried to You and
were delivered; they trusted in, leaned on, and confidently
relied on You, and were not ashamed or confounded or
disappointed.” (AMP) We learn from this passage what it
means to trust God: lean on, rely on and be confident that He
will come through for us. We also see that we are to “cry out
to Him” which means our job is to pray continually for what
we need. In the end we have to be confident that He will do
what needs to be done.
We were amazed one day going through an old prayer
journal at how many prayers were answered differently than
we had prayed. We have learned that part of trusting God is
remembering that many times the will of God is different
from ours. It is always exciting to read the Bible where God
comes through for people in the manner they are praying but
many times God does something very different. We pray
believing, leaning on and relying on God and yet the marriage
ends in divorce, the disease is not healed and the child can’t
get off drugs. The pregnancy test is “negative” once again, the
relationship that should have ended in marriage has now
broken up and the dream job has been given to someone else.
If we are trusting God for those things and our prayers do not
come to fruition, what exactly are we trusting God for?
Many times we need to be reminded that as followers of
Jesus we have given our lives to Him and in doing so, we give
Him the authority to move us where He would have us go.
Jesus Himself experienced this in John 6:38: “For I have
come down from heaven not to do My own will and
purpose but to do the will and purpose of Him Who sent
Me.” (AMP) As a Christian our life is lived according to
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God’s plans; not our plans. When we pray and believe and
trust God we need to make sure that what we are asking for
will align with what His plan is for our lives. When we trust
and rely on God, in essence we are saying, “ This is what I
know You can do and what I know I would like, BUT…is this
Your best for me?”
For us, we believed that God was the author of our business
venture and therefore we trusted that He would make
available the funds needed. We put our confidence in Him
that if in fact He wanted our business to continue He alone
would have to open the doors needed to accomplish that, and
miraculously each month we saw His provision. Looking back
we can only attribute the success of this venture to His
provision. We knew that Proverbs 21:31 said this: “The
horse is prepared for the day of battle, but deliverance and
victory are of the Lord.” (AMP)
What we learned is that we are to work, pray, trust, believe,
rely on and put our confidence in Him, but at the end of the
day, it is His prerogative to do something completely different
if that is His plan. We have to bend our will to His will
knowing that God can heal, restore, and provide, but if things
don’t turn out how we plan, we trust that He has a purpose.
Isaiah 55:9 says: “For as the heavens are higher than the
earth, so are My ways higher than your ways and My
thoughts than your thoughts.” (AMP) Trusting God doesn’t
mean our prayers will always be answered in the manner we
pray but instead we believe He will give us His best. In reality
that is much easier said than done.
Trusting God can feel very defeating. We are trusting God
to heal someone we know. We believe God can miraculously
remove someone close to us from a false religious belief
system. We are relying on God to bring back to Himself
some friends who walked away from their faith years ago.
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What feels defeating is that up to this point, nothing has
changed. The illness seems like it is getting worse, the false
religion is consuming the family and the couple who walked
away from their faith refuse to look up. What happens is that
our faith and belief in this big God who can do anything, is
crushed with unbelief. So, what is the answer? How do we
trust God for something when what we are praying for seems
impossible?
The answer is to “remember.” Remember that we serve a
sovereign God who is in control of everything. Remember
that He sees the whole picture when we instead see only in
part. When we look back at the illustrations at the beginning
of this chapter, we see how great our God is. He parts the
Red Sea, He directs the stone to hit Goliath in the right spot
to kill him, He crumbles walls with the sound of trumpets
and He heals people with a touch. What we need to be
reminded of is that God is still that powerful today. He can
bring your spouse back and redeem your marriage with love.
He is perfectly capable of healing your disease. He can
provide that job you need. He can do anything!
Matthew 19:26
“But Jesus looked at them and said,
with men this is impossible, but all
things are possible with God.” (AMP)
ALL THINGS are possible for God but it will be our job
to trust Him for what we think is impossible. The challenge
for us is to wait. Micah 7:7 says, “But as for me, I will look
to the Lord and confident in Him I will keep watch; I will
wait with hope and expectancy for the God of my salvation;
my God will hear me.” (AMP) God’s timing is so different
from ours but think of all those in the Bible who had to wait
on God to make their situation better.
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• David waited almost 20 years to be king.
• Abraham waited 25 years to have a child.
• Joseph waited almost 20 years to see his family
again.
• Noah waited 120 years while building a boat.
• Simeon waited his whole life to see the birth
of the Messiah.
• Moses wandered in the wilderness 40 years
with the Israelites.
Part of trusting God is learning to wait for His perfect
timing. So often we assume that trusting God means that we
pray, we believe God will answer affirmatively and we expect
it to happen immediately, but all through the Bible we see a
different story. His story for our lives takes many twists and
turns as we learn what it means to truly trust Him. Here are
some examples of what trusting God might mean in our lives:
You feel God is calling you to move to a
different part of town so you obediently put
your house up for sale.
You trust that God will bring a buyer to
purchase the home since you are convinced He
put it upon your heart to move.
You call the Realtor, put the sign in the yard
and then wait. Weeks turn into months and
months turn into a year as you begin to
question if you really heard from God in the
first place. Trusting God means you will have
peace in your hearts knowing that in His timing
He will bring the right buyer.
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For us we had an outdoor advertising business when our
children were small and we decided to move to Lawrence,
Kansas. We put our house up for sale, flew to Kansas and
put an offer on a house and waited for someone to purchase
our home in Phoenix. When an offer came in we were
thrilled as we packed up our belongings to move to our new
life in a new town. But God had different plans and He made
sure the contract on our house fell through. We decided that
since school would be starting soon, if the house did not sell
before then, we would not move. It didn’t sell and we didn’t
move. We had to trust God that He had a reason for us to
stay in Arizona.
You need to go back to work and the perfect job
has come available that you are convinced God
has put in your path. You send in your resume,
you keep checking to see if you get asked to
come in for an interview and you keep praying.
You trust that God will open this door for you
but instead you find out someone else got the
job.
This happened to our daughter-in-law. She found the ideal
marketing job and sent her resume in. She got an interview
and then she got another interview. She was convinced the
job was hers, but it wasn’t, because God had other plans. The
great part about watching her go through this was the quiet
assurance she had that God was completely involved and she
knew He had a better job for her elsewhere.
What we need to remember is that trusting God doesn’t
mean we tell God what we want and then expect Him to
grant our wishes. Trusting God is so much deeper than that.
We have a relationship with Him where He promises to lead
and guide us in the right path for our life. Trusting Him says
that we are confident He is directing us even if the place we
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end up is not where we thought He would take us. Trusting
God means we recognize that everything that happens is
filtered through His loving hands to get us to where we need
to be.
Psalm 32:8
“I [the Lord] will instruct you and
teach you in the way you should go; I
will counsel you with My eye upon
you.” (AMP)
Psalm 37:23
“The steps of a [good] man are
directed and established by the Lord
when He delights in his way [and He
busies Himself with his every step].”
(AMP)
REMIND ME that trusting You means being confident
that You are leading the way even when there are detours I
never expected!
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CHAPTER 8
Remind Me that you
change the hearts and
minds of people

O

ur daughter Cheyanne is the perfect example of how
God changes hearts and minds. Going through high
school she had her dream college in mind. She worked hard
to get good grades. She joined Student Council. She started a
Bible study. She knew this particular college wanted academic
excellence along with as many extracurricular activities as
possible and she worked diligently to provide both on her
application. Midway through her Senior year she applied for
this particular college during early registration. She
scheduled an interview and after everything was complete it
became a waiting game until the end of December when she
would receive her letter in the mail with either good news or
sad news.
As the end of December approached we got a call one day
from Cheyanne who could not contain her excitement – she
had been accepted into the college of her dreams!
Exhilaration and tears ensued. Planning on how to decorate
her dorm room kept her focused on her future. Thinking of
walking on the beach and riding a bike into town seemed
exhilarating. Good weather and ocean sunsets would be
delightful. We knew since she had been accepted we were sure
this was God’s place for her to spend her four years in college.
But then something happened that shocked even us as her
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parents. God changed her mind. She began to have second
thoughts regarding if this was really the place God wanted
her to be. She started praying each night for a peace but
instead the doubts were overwhelming her.
Walking into her room one night she started to cry and the
floodgates opened. Suddenly she wasn’t sure she wanted to
go away to school. She didn’t want to leave her family and
move to another state. She didn’t want to miss her nieces and
nephews as they grew up. She said she realized the only time
she was excited to go away was when she wanted to get away
from a bad break up with her boyfriend or when she was
having issues with friends. She recognized that going out of
state to the college of her dreams was a place for her to run
away from problems instead of a place she felt called to go.
When Cheyanne applied to college in California she also
applied to a Christian college in Arizona. She wanted to make
sure that if she wasn’t accepted in California she would have a
college to go to. After telling us she didn’t want to go out of
state she said she wanted to stay and go to school here
instead. Within a week she had changed schools and would
now stay in Arizona where she felt a peace. And with that
illustration, that is how God moves on hearts. He changes
how we feel. He gives us harmony in our soul. He promises
that He is not the God of confusion but instead He is the
God of peace.
All through the Bible we see that God is the One who
moves people in different directions. He literally changes
their hearts and minds. This is such a comforting truth.
Think of what this means:
God can turn someone’s heart to stay in the
marriage.
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God can turn the heart of the person hiring for
the job.
God can turn the heart of the person who wants
nothing to do with Him.
God can turn the heart of the person who
believes in a false religion.
God can turn the heart of the person who is in
a bad relationship.
God can turn the heart of a wayward child.
When our son went away to college he met a girl he was
completely smitten with, so during a vacation he brought her
home to meet the family. In an instant upon meeting her we
knew this was not the girl he should spend the rest of his life
with. We knew that this would be an uphill battle that would
take its toll on everyone involved because we knew that this
was a war of the heart, a fight of feelings and emotions. We
were at a loss as to what to do. We told him how we felt. We
counseled him to move on. But in the end this was a battle
we could not win without the help of God who would have to
turn his heart away from this girl. And one day, graduation
day to be exact, out of the blue God turned his heart away
from her and enabled him to move on with his life.
But you say:
My situation is hopeless.
My husband wants a divorce.
My teacher hates me and plans on giving
me a bad grade.
The man who interviewed me couldn’t
stand me.
My child wants nothing to do with God.
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My friend joined a cult.
My house won’t sell.
And yet what we do know from the Bible is that God
controls all of those things! He moves on the hearts of men
and women. He restores love. He gives favor. He draws
people to Himself. He opens doors for us to walk through.
He closes doors so we don’t get hurt. He heals us emotionally
and physically. Let’s look at some situations in the Bible
where God stepped in and changed a person’s heart.
The Israelites were stuck in Egypt working as slaves to
Pharoah when God decided it was time to move them to their
new home – the promised land – the land of modern day
Israel. Moses was called by God to take on this task and
stand up to Pharaoh and tell him to release the people of
God. What we find in Exodus 4:21 is that Pharoah said “no”
but it was God who hardened the heart of Pharaoh. God
controlled how Pharaoh would respond.
Exodus 4:21
“And the Lord told Moses, ‘When you
arrive back in Egypt, go to Pharaoh and
perform all the miracles I have
empowered you to do. But I will harden
his heart so he will refuse to let the
people go.’ ” (NLT)
After Moses keeps confronting Pharoah, we see a scene in
which the Israelites are ready to leave Egypt and Moses
instructed them to ask for clothes, silver and gold from the
Egyptians. We don’t know too many people who would just
hand over their wardrobes and expensive jewelry to strangers!
God needed the Israelites to have these items so He was the
one who moved on the hearts of the Egyptian people to
willingly and gladly give them what they asked for.
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Exodus 12:35–36
“Now the sons of Israel had done
according to the word of Moses, for
they had requested from the Egyptians
articles of silver and articles of gold,
and clothing; and the Lord had given
the people favor in the sight of the
Egyptians, so that they let them have
their request. Thus they plundered the
Egyptians.”
Once the Israelites made it out of Egypt they came upon a
King who refused to allow them to pass through their land.
Read in this next passage why King Sihon rejected God’s
wandering children from gaining access through his land:
Deuteronomy 2:24–31
“Rise up, take your journey, and pass
over the Valley of the Arnon. Behold, I
have given into your hand Sihon the
Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his
land; begin to possess it and contend
with him in battle. This day will I
begin to put the dread and fear of you
upon the peoples who are under the
whole heavens, who shall hear the
report of you and shall tremble and be
in anguish because of you. So I sent
messengers from the wilderness of
Kedemoth to Sihon king of Heshbon
with words of peace, saying, Let me
pass through your land. I will go only
by the road, turning aside neither to
the right nor to the left. You shall sell
me food to eat and sell me water to
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drink; only let me walk through, As the
sons of Esau, who dwell in Seir, and the
Moabites, who dwell in Ar, did for me,
until I go over the Jordan into the land
which the Lord our God gives us. But
Sihon king of Heshbon would not let
us pass by him; for the Lord your God
hardened his spirit and made his heart
obstinate, that He might give him into
your hand, as at this day. And the Lord
said to me [Moses], Behold, I have
begun to give Sihon and his land over
to you. Begin to take possession, that
you may succeed him and occupy his
land.” (AMP)
God takes full responsibility for putting dread and fear into
the hearts and minds of the surrounding nations. God takes
full accountability for hardening King Sihon’s spirit and
heart. When we read stories like these it is encouraging to
know that if God can turn the heart and mind of a King, He
can certainly turn the heart and mind of a spouse, a child, a
boss or a teacher.
Moving through the Bible we come upon a story in the
book of Esther where we meet a man named Haman. Haman
worked for the King and hated the Jews but he especially
loathed one particular Jew: Mordecai. Haman’s goal was to
make sure Mordecai would be hung on the gallows and his
plan was to speak to the King the following day to make sure
it happened. On that particular night before Haman had a
chance to talk to the King, the King was having trouble
sleeping. Coincidence? Or God?
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Esther 6:1
“On that night the king could not
sleep; and he ordered that the book of
memorable deeds, the chronicles, be
brought, and they were read before the
king.” (AMP)
A list of memorable deeds? Doesn’t sound very interesting!
But God knew that specific book was exactly what the King
needed to hear that exact night. As the King was tucked into
bed listening to the monotonous record of deeds, he heard
that a man named Mordecai had stopped an assassination
attempt on his life. His ears perked up as he began
questioning his servants about Mordecai and wondering if he
had ever been honored for his good deed. It was that night
the King decided to give Mordecai (the Jew that Haman
hated) the credit due for his service to the throne.
Because of that sleepless night a miraculous twist of events
occurred. Mordecai was promoted, Haman was hung on the
gallows and the Jewish nation was preserved. All the credit
goes to God who was behind the scenes making sure the King
could not fall asleep on that very important night. That is
how intricately involved God is in the lives of His people.
That is how much He cares for every detail of our life.
As we move further in the Bible, King David gives us great
insight into the political agendas of many countries in this
world. All we have to do is turn on the news to see wars going
on, missiles being fired, and bombs being dropped. Russia,
Israel, Iran and Iraq. We see nation warring against nation
and it is hard not to be fearful. The world seems chaotic and
out of control, but here is why we can sleep peacefully at
night:
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Psalm 2:1–4
“Why are the nations so angry? Why
do they waste their time with futile
plans? The kings of the earth prepare
for battle; the rulers plot together
against the Lord and against his
anointed one. “Let us break their
chains,” they cry, “and free ourselves
from slavery to God.” But the one who
rules in heaven laughs. The Lord scoffs
at them.” (NLT)
God rules. God rules the nations. God rules everything.
We have nothing to fear when we recognize He is in control
of all the Presidents and Kings in this world. We see that He
turns the Kings hearts and minds and incites them to do His
bidding. We see this in the next passage regarding Solomon’s
wicked son Rehoboam:
2 Chronicles 10:13–15
“But Rehoboam spoke harshly to them,
for he rejected the advice of the older
counselors and followed the counsel of
his younger advisers. He told the
people, “My father laid heavy burdens
on you, but I’m going to make them
even heavier! My father beat you with
whips, but I will beat you with
scorpions!” So the king paid no
attention to the people. This turn of
events was the will of God, for it
fulfilled the Lord’s message to
Jeroboam son of Nebat through the
prophet Ahijah from Shiloh.” (NLT)
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God has a plan for this world and He will make sure it
comes to fruition. We are reminded in the next verse that
everything comes from the hand of God.
1 Chronicles 29:11–12
“Yours, O Lord, is the greatness, the
power, the glory, the victory, and the
majesty. Everything in the heavens and
on earth is yours, O Lord, and this is
your kingdom. We adore you as the one
who is over all things. Wealth and
honor come from you alone, for you
rule over everything. Power and might
are in your hand, and at your discretion
people are made great and given
strength.” (NLT)
Once the Israelites made it into the Promised Land they
turned their back on God. Through years and years of
disobedience they were taken captive by the Babylonians and
God said they would be enslaved for 70 years. When the years
of captivity were over, God began to work in the heart and
mind of Cyrus, the King of Persia to make this journey
possible and allow the Jews to go home and rebuild the
temple.
Ezra 1:1-2
“Now in the first year of Cyrus king of
Persia, in order to fulfill the word of
the Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah, the
Lord stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king
of Persia, so that he sent a
proclamation throughout all his
kingdom, and also put it in writing,
saying: Thus says Cyrus king of Persia:
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The Lord, the God of heaven, has given
me all the kingdoms of the earth, and
He has charged me to build Him a
house at Jerusalem in Judah.”
Once Cyrus allowed the Jews to come back, God needed
people to work to rebuild the Temple. He did this by stirring
up the hearts of people to desire to help with this huge
undertaking.
Ezra 1:5–6
“Then rose up the heads of the fathers’
houses of Judah and Benjamin, and the
priests and Levites, with all those
whose spirits God had stirred up, to go
up to rebuild the house of the Lord in
Jerusalem. And all those who were
around them aided them with vessels
of silver, with gold, goods, beasts, and
precious things, besides all that was
willingly and freely offered.” (AMP)
Ezra 7:27–28
“Blessed be the Lord, the God of our
fathers [said Ezra], Who put such a
thing as this into the king’s heart, to
beautify the house of the Lord in
Jerusalem, And Who has extended His
mercy and steadfast love to me before
the king, his counselors, and all the
king’s mighty officers. I was
strengthened and encouraged, for the
hand of the Lord my God was upon me,
and I gathered together outstanding
men of Israel to go with me to
Jerusalem.” (AMP)
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Our last illustration from the life of Jesus proves this point:
God has all authority in this world.
John 19:10–11
“So Pilate said to Him, ‘You do not
speak to me? Do You not know that I
have authority to release You, and I
have authority to crucify You?’ Jesus
answered, ‘You would have no authority
over Me, unless it had been given you
from above; for this reason he who
delivered Me to you has the greater
sin.’ ”
This is why reading the Bible is such an important part of
our Christian life. When we open up His Word we begin to
see the world through His lens. We begin to see that
everything that happens has a purpose. We begin to
recognize that if we need something our best bet is to spend
our time praying for God to move in the hearts and minds of
those around us.
Many times we see God as being small and insignificant.
We do not believe He is powerful enough to change the heart
and mind of the person we need Him to change. We cannot
imagine that our prayers could actually move God to
transform a situation or a life, but after reading these verses
we see that He is the author of change. We need to recognize
that in any given moment He can:
• Turn the heart of the person reading your
resume to offer you the job.
• Turn the heart of the buyer to love your house
the most and to purchase it.
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• Turn the heart of the person to move past a
destructive relationship.
• Turn the heart of a teacher to give you favor.
• Turn the heart of your spouse who wants a
divorce.
• Turn the heart of the business owner to give
you work.
Sometimes we need to be reminded that God is that
powerful, but often we get discouraged when what we need
isn’t happening fast enough. We need to learn to pray, trust
and wait. Jesus makes it clear that many times we just need to
be persistent.
Luke 18:1–8
“Also [ Jesus] told them a parable to the
effect that they ought always to pray
and not to turn coward (faint, lose
heart, and give up). He said, in a
certain city there was a judge who
neither reverenced and feared God nor
respected or considered man. And
there was a widow in that city who kept
coming to him and saying, protect and
defend and give me justice against my
adversary. And for a time he would not;
but later he said to himself, though I
have neither reverence or fear for God
nor respect or consideration for man,
yet because this widow continues to
bother me, I will defend and protect
and avenge her, lest she give me
intolerable annoyance and wear me out
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by her continual coming or at the last
she come and rail on me or assault me
or strangle me. Then the Lord said,
listen to what the unjust judge says!
And will not [our just] God defend and
protect and avenge His elect (His
chosen ones), who cry to Him day and
night? Will He defer them and delay
help on their behalf? I tell you, He will
defend and protect and avenge them
speedily. However, when the Son of
Man comes, will He find [persistence
in] faith on the earth?” (AMP)
REMIND ME that You can change the heart and mind of
anyone, anywhere.
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CHAPTER 9
Remind Me that you will
take care of my enemies
“I’m leaving you for someone else.”
“I don’t love you anymore.”
“You are fired.”
“Our friendship is over.”
“You stole from me.”
“You gossiped about me.”
“You lied to me.”
“You didn’t do what you said you would.”
We have all heard some version of the statements above;
declarations or actions from someone who brings on hurt and
anger. So often when we hear dreadful words like these our
first response is: “How can I get back at the person who has
devastated my life?” “What can I do to make them pay for
what they did to me?” And what is the Biblical answer? God
says to do nothing. Nothing? Nothing. Because that sounds
so difficult many times we need to be reminded that our
enemies, those who have hurt us, are not our problem but
instead they are God’s. He promises to take care of them for
us. Hebrews 10:30 reminds us: “For we know Him Who
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said, vengeance is Mine [retribution and the meting out of
full justice rest with Me]; I will repay [I will exact the
compensation], says the Lord. And again, the Lord will
judge and determine and solve and settle the cause and the
cases of His people.” (AMP)
As a follower of Christ, we have to remember that God
allows people and circumstances to come in and out of our
lives for a purpose. When someone hurts us it may be God’s
way of moving us out of an unhealthy relationship. When
our situation changes it may mean God is moving us to a new
place in life. That might mean a new job, a new ministry, or a
new church. That could mean a new spouse, a new home or a
new location to live. The challenge for us will be to look at the
person who hurt us and the devastating situation with our
“God glasses” on and look at what is going on through His
eyes. If we belong to Christ, what we deem as painful, God
plans on using for good.
When someone comes in our life and turns it upside down
we need to remember that revenge is not up to us. When we
add God into our equation, we never need to retaliate. We
need to remember how big God is and that He can deal with
those who hurt us. We can learn how to do this from the
story of King Saul and David.
When the Israelites made their way into the Promised
Land they were governed by God. As we saw in previous
chapters God fought the battles for people and when there
was a problem they turned to Him. But as these stubborn
people got comfortable in their new surroundings they began
to notice that other nations had Kings so they decided that
they wanted one too. God knew it was not a good idea but He
gave the people what they wanted and He chose a man for the
job: Saul from the tribe of Benjamin.
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1 Samuel 10:17-19
“And Samuel called the people together
to the Lord at Mizpah and said to the
Israelites, thus says the Lord, the God
of Israel: It was I who brought up Israel
out of Egypt and delivered you out of
the hands of the Egyptians and of all
the kingdoms that oppressed you. But
you have this day rejected your God,
who Himself saves you from all your
calamities and distresses; and you have
said to Him, No! Set a king over us. So
now present yourselves before the Lord
by your tribes and by your thousands.
And when Samuel had caused all the
tribes of Israel to come near, the tribe
of Benjamin was taken [probably by
lot]. When he had caused the tribe of
Benjamin to come near by their
families, the family of Matri was taken.
And Saul son of Kish was taken. But
when they looked for him, he could not
be found. Therefore they inquired of
the Lord further, if the man would yet
come back. And the Lord answered,
Behold, he has hidden himself among
the baggage. They ran and brought him
from there. And when he stood among
the people, he was a head taller than
any of them. And Samuel said to all the
people, do you see him whom the Lord
has chosen, that none like him is
among all the people? And all the
people shouted and said, long live the
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king! Then Samuel told the people the
manner of the kingdom [defining the
position of the king in relation to God
and to the people], and wrote it in a
book and laid it up before the Lord.
And Samuel sent all the people away,
each one to his home. Saul also went
home to Gibeah; and there went with
him a band of valiant men whose
hearts God had touched.” (AMP)
At 30 years old Saul was handsome, looked like royalty and
God set him up to be the first King of Israel. Saul was
humble and fearful at the thought of being King which we see
in this passage as he is found hiding among the baggage. As
he grew in this new role God had given him we find that he
became arrogant and jealous. We discover that he never really
learned how to trust the God who set him to rule over the
nation of Israel.
Saul reigned for 42 years but during that time he refused to
obey God so God raised up a shepherd named David to be
the new King of Israel. David was a young, 15 year old boy
who loved and trusted God, and when he was anointed by
Samuel to be the next King of Israel he did the only thing he
knew how to do; he went right back to tending to his sheep. It
would be 15 more years before David would begin his reign,
but during those 15 years he learned valuable lessons on
allowing God to seek vengeance on the one man that hated
him: King Saul.
Through a series of events, God began promoting David.
As a young boy he killed the giant man Goliath which
brought on the praise of the people. Saul was filled with rage
and jealousy because instead of people admiring him, the
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Israelites began admiring David. This sent David on the run
for 15 years as a crazed Saul tried time after time to kill the
one who he thought was his enemy: David.
But David knew an important truth. God controlled Saul’s
life until God decided Saul’s days on earth were over. Saul
hated David and threw spears at him trying to end his life.
Saul hunted David in the wilderness with thousands of
soldiers at his side, but when an opportunity arose for David
to take revenge on the man who was trying to kill him, he
couldn’t do it because he knew one thing:
2 Samuel 22:48
“It is God Who executes vengeance for
me and who brought down [and
disciplined] the peoples under me.”
(AMP)
We read in this next passage the proper view of vengeance
on our enemies. Even as Saul was hunting David, David
teaches us a valuable lesson on the importance of letting God
handle our enemies in His timing.
1 Samuel 24:1–7
“When Saul returned from following
the Philistines, he was told, Behold,
David is in the Wilderness of En-gedi.
Then Saul took 3,000 chosen men out
of all Israel and went to seek David and
his men among the Rocks of the Wild
Goats. He came to the sheepfolds on
the way, where there was a cave, and
Saul went in to relieve himself. Now
David and his men were sitting in the
cave’s innermost recesses. David’s men
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said to him, Behold the day of which
the Lord said to you, Behold, I will
deliver your enemy into your hands and
you shall do to him as seems good to
you. Then David arose [in the
darkness] and stealthily cut off the
skirt of Saul’s robe. Afterward, David’s
heart smote him because he had cut off
Saul’s skirt. He said to his men, The
Lord forbid that I should do this to my
master, the Lord’s anointed, to put my
hand out against him, when he is the
anointed of the Lord. So David
checked his men with these words and
did not let them rise against Saul. But
Saul rose up and left the cave and went
on his way.” (AMP)
What a beautiful picture of trusting God with our enemies.
What a stunning portrait of how to handle the people in our
lives who have hurt us. Our position should always be to
allow God to enact justice in His perfect timing. What we
learn from David is that even the people who have wounded
us are people whom God has created. What right do we have
to settle the score? What right do we have to take matters
into our own hands? David teaches us that we have no rights
in trying to destroy the people who hurt us. That right
belongs to God alone.
1 Samuel 24:8-22
“David also arose afterward and went
out of the cave and called after Saul,
saying, My lord the king! And when
Saul looked behind him, David bowed
with his face to the earth and did
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obeisance. And David said to Saul,
Why do you listen to the words of men
who say, David seeks to do you harm?
Behold, your eyes have seen how the
Lord gave you today into my hands in
the cave. Some told me to kill you, but
I spared you; I said, I will not put forth
my hand against my lord, for he is the
Lord’s anointed. See, my father, see the
skirt of your robe in my hand! Since I
cut off the skirt of your robe and did
not kill you, you know and see that
there is no evil or treason in my hands.
I have not sinned against you, yet you
hunt my life to take it. May the Lord
judge between me and you, and may
the Lord avenge me upon you, but my
hand shall not be upon you. As the
proverb of the ancients says, Out of the
wicked comes forth wickedness; but my
hand shall not be against you. After
whom has the king of Israel come out?
After whom do you pursue? After a
dead dog? After a flea? May the Lord
be judge and judge between me and
you, and see and plead my cause, and
deliver me out of your hands. When
David had said this to Saul, Saul said,
Is this your voice, my son David? And
Saul lifted up his voice and wept. He
said to David, You are more upright in
God’s eyes than I, for you have repaid
me good, but I have rewarded you evil.
You have declared today how you have
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dealt well with me; for when the Lord
gave me into your hand, you did not
kill me. For if a man finds his enemy,
will he let him go away unharmed?
Therefore may the Lord reward you
with good for what you have done for
me this day. And now, behold, I well
know that you shall surely be king and
that the kingdom of Israel shall be
established in your hands. Swear now
therefore to me by the Lord that you
will not cut off my descendants after
me and that you will not destroy my
name out of my father’s house. David
gave Saul his oath; and Saul went
home, but David and his men went up
to the stronghold.”
What a great end to this story. David refused to retaliate
and Saul seemed to repent. Doesn’t it seem likely that as soon
as Saul left David in the cave that their friendship would be
restored? Since David did the right thing and refused to take
vengeance on Saul, doesn’t it seem fair that God would bless
him for his decision immediately? Not necessarily. David
walked away and trusted that God would deal with Saul.
Unfortunately a couple of years later we see the same incident
happening all over; Saul hunts David down again.
1 Samuel 26:1–12
“The Ziphites came to Saul at Gibeah,
saying, Does not David hide himself on
the hill of Hachilah, east of Jeshimon?
So Saul arose and went down to the
Wilderness of Ziph, with 3,000 chosen
men of Israel, to seek David [there].
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Saul encamped on the hill of Hachilah,
which is beside the road east of
Jeshimon. But David remained in the
wilderness. And when he saw that Saul
came after him into the wilderness,
David sent out spies and learned that
Saul had actually come. David arose
and came to the place where Saul had
encamped, and saw where Saul lay with
Abner son of Ner, commander of his
army; and Saul was lying in the
encampment, with the army encamped
around him. Then David said to
Ahimelech the Hittite and to Abishai
son of Zeruiah, brother of Joab, Who
will go down with me into the camp of
Saul? And Abishai said, I will go down
with you. So David and Abishai went
to the army by night, and there Saul lay
sleeping within the encampment with
his spear stuck in the ground at his
head; and Abner and the army lay
round about him. Then said Abishai to
David, God has given your enemy into
your hands this day. Now therefore let
me smite him to the earth at once with
one stroke of the spear, and I will not
strike him twice. David said to Abishai,
Do not destroy him; for who can raise
his hand against the Lord’s anointed
and be guiltless? David said, As the
Lord lives, [He] will smite him; or his
day will come to die or he will go down
in battle and perish. The Lord forbid
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that I should raise my hand against the
Lord’s anointed; but take now the spear
that is at his head and the bottle of
water, and let us go. So David took the
spear and the bottle of water from
Saul’s head, and they got away. And no
man saw or knew or wakened, for they
were all asleep, because a deep sleep
from the Lord had fallen upon them.”
(AMP)
It is amazing that Saul never learned his lesson but instead
let his jealousy and fears that David would take his throne
destroy his life. He was consumed with the thought that
David was his enemy. Yet what we see from this passage is
that God was intimately involved in this whole situation.
God would never let Saul hurt David because David was to
be King. This is what we need to be reminded of; the person
who is trying to hurt us will never succeed without the
permission of God. This becomes a trust issue with God; in
giving our enemies to Him we are giving up any rights to
vengeance. Once again we see how David’s attitude was one of
compassion and care for the person who was trying to destroy
his life.
1 Samuel 26:13–16
“Then David went over to the other
side and stood on the top of the
mountain afar off, a great space being
between them. David called to the
army and Abner son of Ner, will you
answer, Abner? Abner replied, Who are
you, calling [and disturbing] the king?
David said to Abner, Are you not a
valiant man? Who is like you in Israel?
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Why then have you not guarded your
lord the king? For one of the people
came in [to your camp] to destroy the
king your lord. This thing is not good
that you have done. As the Lord lives,
you deserve to die, because you have
not guarded your master, the Lord’s
anointed. And now see where the king’s
spear is and the bottle of water that
was at his head.” (AMP)
When we think that God is too slow in avenging a hurt or
injustice we need to remember that David was running from
Saul for years and years. God used Saul, an enemy, to shape
David into the man he needed to be in order to reign over the
nation of Israel. We see God’s hand in this passage as we
read, “ The deep sleep was from the Lord…” Nothing that
Saul ever did to David was a surprise to God which is an
important lesson for us.
We need to believe that God will avenge our hurt in His
timing. The person who left us, hurt us, or destroyed our
reputation is not unseen by God and this is a reminder that
God has not forgotten our dire situation. We learn from
David’s life that our job is to entrust our enemies to God. We
need to remember that He promises to take care of those who
hurt us in His timetable. Just because He seems slow doesn’t
mean He isn’t working as we just saw in these two scenes with
David and Saul. The only thing that matters is our attitude to
those who have injured us.
1 Samuel 26:17–25
“And Saul knew David’s voice and said,
Is this your voice, my son David? And
David said, My voice, my lord O king!
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And David said, Why does my lord
thus pursue his servant? What have I
done? Or what evil is in my hand
[tonight]? Now therefore, I pray you,
let my lord the king hear the words of
his servant. If the Lord has stirred you
up against me, let Him accept an
offering; but if it is men, may they be
cursed before the Lord, for they have
driven me out this day that I should
have no share in the inheritance of the
Lord, saying, Go, serve other gods.
Now therefore, let not my blood fall to
the earth away from the presence of the
Lord; for the king of Israel is come out
to seek one flea, as when one hunts a
partridge in the mountains. Then said
Saul, I have sinned. Return, my son
David, for I will no more do you harm,
because my life was precious in your
eyes this day. Behold, I have played the
fool and have erred exceedingly. David
answered, See the king’s spear! Let one
of the young men come and get it. The
Lord rewards every man for his
righteousness and his faithfulness; for
the Lord delivered you into my hands
today, but I would not stretch forth my
hand against the Lord’s anointed. And
behold, as your life was precious today
in my sight, so let my life be precious in
the sight of the Lord, and let Him
deliver me out of all tribulation. Then
Saul said to David, May you be blessed,
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my son David; you will both do
mightily and surely prevail. So David
went on his way, and Saul returned to
his place.” (AMP)
David saw God in every situation in his life. He trusted
that if God wanted Saul to take his life then so be it. If God
wanted David alive then God would be the one who would
deliver him from Saul’s 3,000 soldiers. David knew one
thing; God was in control of everything, even his enemy Saul,
and that is a great reminder for us.
The sad ending to the life of Saul, who was consumed by
hatred, concluded on a battlefield as God took his life. The
good news is that David could live a guilt-free and sin-free life
in regards to this situation because he did not take it upon
himself to murder Saul. Instead, he trusted that God would
take care of his enemy at the right time. David did what he
knew to do which was entrust his life to God knowing that in
His perfect timing he would take the throne and become
King.
Once Saul was dead, it was David’s turn to be King and in 2
Samuel 22 we see a beautiful song that David wrote as a
reminder of this awesome God that protected him from the
man who tried to destroy his life.
2 Samuel 22:1–2
“David spoke to the Lord the words of
this song on the day when the Lord
delivered him from the hands of all his
enemies and from the hand of Saul. He
said: The Lord is my Rock [of escape
from Saul] and my Fortress [in the
wilderness] and my Deliverer; 3 My
God, my Rock, in Him will I take
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refuge; my Shield and the Horn of my
salvation; my Stronghold and my
Refuge, my Savior—You save me from
violence.” (AMP)
2 Samuel 22:18-25
“He delivered me from my strong
enemy, from those who hated me, for
they were too mighty for me. They
came upon me in the day of my
calamity, but the Lord was my stay. He
brought me forth into a large place; He
delivered me because He delighted in
me. The Lord rewarded me according
to my uprightness with Him; He
compensated and benefited me
according to the cleanness of my hands.
For I have kept the ways of the Lord,
and have not wickedly departed from
my God. For all His ordinances were
before me; and from His statutes I did
not turn aside. I was also blameless
before Him and kept myself from guilt
and iniquity. Therefore the Lord has
recompensed me according to my
righteousness, according to my
cleanness in His [holy] sight.”
2 Samuel 22:31-36
“As for God, His way is perfect; the
word of the Lord is tried. He is a
Shield to all those who trust and take
refuge in Him. For who is God but the
Lord? And who is a Rock except our
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God? God is my strong Fortress; He
guides the blameless in His way and
sets him free. He makes my feet like
the hinds’ [firm and able]; He sets me
secure and confident upon the heights.
He trains my hands for war, so that my
arms can bend a bow of bronze. You
have also given me the shield of Your
salvation; and Your condescension and
gentleness have made me great.”
2 Samuel 22:37
“You have enlarged my steps under me,
so that my feet have not slipped.”
2 Samuel 22:41-42
“You have made my enemies turn their
backs to me, that I might cut off those
who hate me. They looked, but there
was none to save—even to the Lord,
but He did not answer them.”
And here is the key when we are looking to exact revenge:
2 Samuel 22:48-51
“It is God Who executes vengeance for
me and Who brought down [and
disciplined] the peoples under me,
who brought me out from my enemies.
You also lifted me up above those who
rose up against me; You delivered me
from the violent man. For this I will
give thanks and extol You, O Lord,
among the nations; I will sing praises
to Your name. He is a Tower of
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salvation and great deliverance to His
king, and shows loving-kindness to His
anointed, to David and his offspring
forever.” (AMP)
David reminds us that God promises to handle our
enemies. We are to pray for those who hurt us, be kind and
compassionate, care about their well-being and then wait for
God to take care of the situation in His time. Hatred and
bitterness for those who we feel ruined our life will only hurt
us, which is what we learn from the life of Saul. He was so
consumed with his hatred and jealousy for David that he
could not be the King that God had called him to be.
Exacting revenge on people hurts us the most which is why
God says to leave the vengeance to Him!
Deuteronomy 32:35
“Vengeance is Mine, and recompense,
in the time when their foot shall slide;
for the day of their disaster is at hand
and their doom comes speedily.”
(AMP)
Judges 16:28
“Then Samson called to the Lord and
said, O Lord God, [earnestly]
remember me, I pray You, and
strengthen me, I pray You, only this
once, O God, and let me have one
vengeance upon the Philistines for both
my eyes.” (AMP)
Psalm 94:1
“O Lord God, You to Whom vengeance
belongs, O God, You to Whom
vengeance belongs, shine forth!” (AMP)
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Isaiah 35:4
“Say to those who are of a fearful and
hasty heart, Be strong, fear not!
Behold, your God will come with
vengeance; with the recompense of God
He will come and save you.” (AMP)
Jeremiah 11:20
“But, O Lord of hosts, Who judges
rightly and justly, Who tests the heart
and the mind, let me see Your
vengeance on them, for to You I have
revealed and committed my cause
[rolling it upon You].” (AMP)
Ezekiel 25:17
“And I will execute great vengeance
upon them with wrathful rebukes and
chastisements, and they shall know
(understand and realize) that I am the
Lord, when I lay My vengeance upon
them.” (AMP)
Romans 12:19
“Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but
leave the way open for [God’s] wrath;
for it is written, Vengeance is Mine, I
will repay (requite), says the Lord.”
(AMP)
1 Peter 2:23
“When He was reviled and insulted,
He did not revile or offer insult in
return; [when] He was abused and
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suffered, He made no threats [of
vengeance]; but he trusted [Himself
and everything] to Him Who judges
fairly.” (AMP)
REMIND ME that my enemies are never out of Your
control and You will deal with them in Your perfect timing.
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CHAPTER 10
Remind Me that its
Not all about Me
tanding in a line we struck up a conversation with a
woman who was a scientist. As she explained her job
to us we were was amazed at her brilliant mind. We thought
of all the people who would recognize the hand of God in this
world it would have to be her since she saw the universe
through telescopes and microscopes. She saw intricacies in
creation that we could only imagine, so we asked her what we
felt to be an important question. “Do you believe in God?”
She answered “no.” We were shocked and saddened that
instead of looking at this universe as a magnificent design by
a powerful God, she felt she was too intellectual to ever
believe there was a Creator. For her there was a “scientific
reason” behind everything that she could see and she prided
herself in believing she was too intelligent to ever believe in a
God. For this woman, the life and the mind that God had
given her had become “all about her.”

S

Pride is something we all struggle with but God hates pride
for one reason: everything He has created is supposed to be
about making “much of Him” but often we would rather make
“much of me.” When we believe we are good enough, bright
enough, wise enough or that everything we accomplish in our
life is because of our own ability, God doesn’t take very kindly
to that kind of attitude. He wants us to recognize that every
skill or achievement we have comes directly from His gracious
and giving hand.
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Stephen Curtis Chapman wrote a song a few years back
called “Much of You” that depicts how God wants us to look
at our life:
How could I stand here and watch the sun rise,
Follow the mountains where they touch the sky
Ponder the vastness and the depths of the sea
And think for a moment the point of it all was to
make much of me.
It is a brilliant song with a clear message: the point of His
creating this world and then populating it with people was so
we could make much of Him. Stephen ends his song with
these words:
This is Your love, oh God
Not to make much of me
But to send Your own Son
So that we could make much of You
For all eternity
This is always a challenge in life regardless of who we are.
The doctor who graduated Med School prides
himself in his knowledge.
The business owner who sells his company
prides himself on the brilliant decisions he
made that got him to the place of wealth.
The author who received his book publishing
contract prides himself on his dazzling style of
writing.
The singer who got signed with an exclusive
record label prides himself because of his
unique voice.
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The parents who drop their child off at
Harvard pride themselves in raising such an
intelligent child.
The issue with pride is that it focuses inward. Pride takes
the glory and honor away from God since He is the One who
gives wisdom and knowledge to people. He is the One who
gives talents and abilities to people, and the proper response
to the above scenarios should be:
“ Thank You God for giving me the ability to
make it through Med School. Thank You for
guiding me to make good decisions. Thank You
God for giving me the talent to write and sing.
Let me use what You have given me so that I
can make much of YOU.”
In the Bible we meet a man named Nebuchadnezzar who
was the King of Babylon. The life of Nebuchadnezzar
teaches us about how God feels about pride. At this particular
time in history, the nation of Israel had walked away from
God and turned to idolatry. They refused to follow the laws
of God even though they had Solomon’s temple right in their
view to remind them of the God they worshipped. But they
forgot. They disregarded His ways. They ignored the
warnings from prophets who counseled them to turn back.
They snubbed the messengers from God who tried to help
them recall the deliverance of their ancestors from Egypt. He
sent them warning after warning to no avail so, because of
their disobedience, God allowed King Nebuchadnezzar to
siege Jerusalem as a form of punishment to discipline the
wayward Israelites.
In this process thousands of Jewish men and women were
killed with the remaining thousands captured and taken into
captivity. God allowed Nebuchadnezzar to take back to
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Babylon the gold and silver along with all the beautiful
artifacts the Temple had to offer. Then the King proceeded to
burn to the ground this spectacular place of worship that
Solomon had built for God hundreds of years before.
Tragically an era disappeared in front of their eyes as the
wayward children of God were led away from their homeland
to endure seventy years of captivity in a foreign nation.
When the siege was over, Nebuchadnezzar learned a tough
lesson about what happens when a person makes “much of
me” and takes credit for their accomplishments instead of
making “much of Him.” As Nebuchadnezzar stood on his roof
top one night looking out across the city he felt a surge of
pride as he spoke these words in Daniel 4:28–30 “But all
these things did happen to King Nebuchadnezzar. Twelve
months later he was taking a walk on the flat roof of the
royal palace in Babylon. As he looked out across the city,
he said, ‘Look at this great city of Babylon! By my own
mighty power, I have built this beautiful city as my royal
residence to display my majestic splendor.’ ” (NLT)
But before Nebuchadnezzar could finish his statement
about all the beauty and wealth that he felt he created, God
had a few words for him:
Daniel 4:31-32
“While these words were still in his
mouth, a voice called down from
heaven, ‘O King Nebuchadnezzar, this
message is for you! You are no longer
ruler of this kingdom. You will be
driven from human society. You will
live in the fields with the wild animals,
and you will eat grass like a cow. Seven
periods of time will pass while you live
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this way, until you learn that the Most
High rules over the kingdoms of the
world and gives them to anyone he
chooses.’ ”
God made good on His word to the King and for seven
years this is what his life looked like:
Daniel 4:33
“That same hour the judgment was
fulfilled, and Nebuchadnezzar was
driven from human society. He ate
grass like a cow, and he was drenched
with the dew of heaven. He lived this
way until his hair was as long as eagles’
feathers and his nails were like birds’
claws.”
Imagine the scene as Nebuchadnezzar’s servant’s find their
King suddenly insane! What do they tell the people he reigns
over? What do they tell the rulers of the surrounding
kingdoms? The King is ill? The King is out of commission
for a while? Seven years is a long time to try and cover up the
truth of why Nebuchadnezzar went crazy. God will not let
someone take glory that belongs to Him alone.
This should be a clear warning to us that everything we
have is because of Him. Any treasure or talent we have is
because He blessed us with it. What we learn from
Nebuchadnezzar is that if we become prideful thinking that
our accomplishments are only because we are smart and
clever or gifted and extraordinary in our field, then God is
never pleased. He wants us to recognize that everything in
our life comes from Him to be used for Him. And for
Nebuchadnezzar, he finally, after seven years, looked up to
heaven and said this:
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Daniel 4:34-37
“After this time had passed, I,
Nebuchadnezzar, looked up to heaven.
My sanity returned, and I praised and
worshiped the Most High and honored
the one who lives forever. His rule is
everlasting, and his kingdom is eternal.
All the people of the earth are nothing
compared to him. He does as he pleases
among the angels of heaven and among
the people of the earth. No one can
stop him or say to him, ‘What do you
mean by doing these things?’ “When
my sanity returned to me, so did my
honor and glory and kingdom. My
advisers and nobles sought me out, and
I was restored as head of my kingdom,
with even greater honor than before.
“Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and
glorify and honor the King of heaven.
All his acts are just and true, and he is
able to humble the proud.”
A great lesson for us: God is able to humble the proud.
Unfortunately being proud can happen to anyone. The med
student knows the hours he put into studying to get his
degree. The singer knows the amount of voice lessons he
took throughout the years. The man who sold his company
knows he attended the best business school in the nation.
Because of the time spent honing their skills, the more they
feel this sense of pride. So if being prideful is so easy, what
should we do to combat it? Nebuchadnezzar had to look up
and give God the honor and praise that belonged to Him
alone. For us, that is a great reminder. Our job, our spouse,
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our children, our place of employment and our bank accounts
are all because of Him. Our talent, our relationships, our
degrees and our accomplishments are all because of the grace
He provides to us.
The back story is that Nebuchadnezzar took credit for his
own military conquests, but it was God who had gone before
him and fought his battles. The King did not conquer
Jerusalem because he was a military genius but instead he
won this fight because God needed to discipline his rebellious
children. This was never about how great King
Nebuchadnezzar was but instead it was a story about how
triumphant God was. Because of that fact the glory should
have gone where it belonged: to God alone.
As we read through the Bible we see that Nebuchadnezzar
was not the only one who had this problem. In 2 Chronicles
we read about a young sixteen year old named Uzziah who
became King.
2 Chronicles 26:1–20
“All the people of Judah had crowned
Amaziah’s sixteen-year-old son,
Uzziah, as king in place of his father.
After his father’s death, Uzziah rebuilt
the town of Elath and restored it to
Judah. Uzziah was sixteen years old
when he became king, and he reigned
in Jerusalem fifty-two years. His
mother was Jecoliah from Jerusalem.
He did what was pleasing in the Lord’s
sight, just as his father, Amaziah, had
done. Uzziah sought God during the
days of Zechariah, who taught him to
fear God. And as long as the king
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sought guidance from the Lord, God
gave him success.” (NLT)
Uzziah was always successful when he pursued direction
from God. As long as Uzziah sought the Lord and trusted
God then he was blessed in his endeavors, but somewhere
along the line Uzziah became prideful and forgot that he
needed wisdom and protection from God. What happened
when pride took control was tragic.
2 Chronicles 26: 6-15
“Uzziah declared war on the Philistines
and broke down the walls of Gath,
Jabneh, and Ashdod. Then he built new
towns in the Ashdod area and in other
parts of Philistia. God helped him in
his wars against the Philistines, his
battles with the Arabs of Gur, and his
wars with the Meunites. The Meunites
paid annual tribute to him, and his
fame spread even to Egypt, for he had
become very powerful. Uzziah built
fortified towers in Jerusalem at the
Corner Gate, at the Valley Gate, and at
the angle in the wall. He also
constructed forts in the wilderness and
dug many water cisterns, because he
kept great herds of livestock in the
foothills of Judah and on the plains. He
was also a man who loved the soil. He
had many workers who cared for his
farms and vineyards, both on the
hillsides and in the fertile valleys.
Uzziah had an army of well-trained
warriors, ready to march into battle,
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unit by unit. This army had been
mustered and organized by Jeiel, the
secretary of the army, and his assistant,
Maaseiah. They were under the
direction of Hananiah, one of the
king’s officials. These regiments of
mighty warriors were commanded by
2,600 clan leaders. The army consisted
of 307,500 men, all elite troops. They
were prepared to assist the king against
any enemy. Uzziah provided the entire
army with shields, spears, helmets,
coats of mail, bows, and sling stones.
And he built structures on the walls of
Jerusalem, designed by experts to
protect those who shot arrows and
hurled large stones from the towers
and the corners of the wall.”
For all the battles that the Lord had fought for Uzziah and
all the wealth and fame that He blessed him with here is the
tragic end of his life:
“His fame spread far and wide, for the
Lord gave him marvelous help, and he
became very powerful. But when he
had become powerful, he also became
proud, which led to his downfall. He
sinned against the Lord his God by
entering the sanctuary of the Lord’s
Temple and personally burning incense
on the incense altar. Azariah the high
priest went in after him with eighty
other priests of the Lord, all brave
men. They confronted King Uzziah and
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said, ‘It is not for you, Uzziah, to burn
incense to the Lord. That is the work
of the priests alone, the descendants of
Aaron who are set apart for this work.
Get out of the sanctuary, for you have
sinned. The Lord God will not honor
you for this!’ Uzziah, who was holding
an incense burner, became furious. But
as he was standing there raging at the
priests before the incense altar in the
Lord’s Temple, leprosy suddenly broke
out on his forehead. When Azariah the
high priest and all the other priests saw
the leprosy, they rushed him out. And
the king himself was eager to get out
because the Lord had struck him. So
King Uzziah had leprosy until the day
he died. He lived in isolation in a
separate house, for he was excluded
from the Temple of the Lord. His son
Jotham was put in charge of the royal
palace, and he governed the people of
the land. “
These are two very tragic stories that depict the importance
of remembering who should always be given credit for
everything in our lives; God. We need to remember that all
we have is from Him. We need to be reminded that our
homes, families, jobs, careers, money, and ministries are all
from Him and to be used for Him.
Years ago the Lord put on my heart to begin a Bible study
with a few women. Each year God would bring a couple new
women and we eventually had to keep moving to new
locations as more and more women showed up. One day
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someone gave us an envelope with money in it and said they
wanted to support our ministry. We were shocked because at
that time we didn’t even know we had a ministry! As God
kept opening new doors for us and providing the funds we
needed we knew one thing: this ministry was authored by
God and it had to be all about Him. We could never take
credit for any of it.
The same is true for everything in our lives. God blesses us
with all our basic needs. He gives us a job so we work
diligently in our workplace. He blesses us with children and
we put effort into raising them. He gives us a ministry,
something to do for His Kingdom, and we work attentively to
do our best. But in the end we know that God is the Author
of it all and because of that knowledge we never have to be
discouraged about anything. We recognize that everything we
have and do in this life must be to further the kingdom of
God.
We found a helpful verse in 2 Corinthians 4:1 which was a
great reminder that whether it is a ministry, a job, a business
or a relationship, all of the credit has to go to God. He is the
One who grants us all the favor and benefits we need and all
things are given only by His mercy. “Therefore, since we do
hold and engage in this ministry by the mercy of God
[granting us favor, benefits, opportunities, and especially
salvation], we do not get discouraged (spiritless and
despondent with fear) or become faint with weariness and
exhaustion.” (AMP)
When we win the battle, get the promotion or win the
award, God gets the credit. But, when we lose the fight, get
passed over for the promotion and the prize is given to
someone else we never have to be discouraged. Why? Because
God is behind all that happens in our life and He has
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purposes in the good and the bad. That is why regardless of
what happens, we can honestly say that our life is “all about
Him.”
REMIND ME that my life is all about YOU God!
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CHAPTER 11
Remind Me that
my life is your life

I

f someone asked us what it means to be a Christian
what would we say? We would probably answer with
these truths:
• I am forgiven of all my sins.
• I will spend eternity in heaven.
• The Holy Spirit has taken up residence in my
life and He gives me the power I need to
overcome my bad attitudes and actions.
• I am a new creature in Christ and all the old
things in my life have passed away.
All of these answers are doctrinally accurate which
summarizes the incredible benefits of following Jesus. But as
true as those statements are, we are missing a large piece of
what happens when salvation occurs. Here is an added
definition of what it means to follow Christ:
When I become a follower of Jesus my life story
now becomes His and He has the prerogative to
use my life any way He pleases to bring glory to
Himself.
Too often we hear from people who have decided that
following Jesus is just about receiving a free ticket to heaven.
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They are convinced that Jesus is an add-on to their life and
He is placed in a box that they take out on Sundays. They
believe He is there to make them happy and solve all their
problems. But is that really what being a Christian is all
about?
If we were to ask the men and women in the Bible if a one
way ticket to heaven was all it meant to be a Christian, they
would laugh at us. They would remind us that when God
places a call on our lives that means He has plans to use us to
further His kingdom. We have to recognize this new
definition which means that the minute we enter into a
relationship with Him, our lives cannot be about “us”
anymore.
Think of an author who writes a novel. It is his job to
create the characters he wants in his story and he shapes and
forms each person’s individual story to fit into his grand
adventure. It is the novelist’s job to breathe life into each of
his creations and they all have a part. When a writer has
completed his epic journey we rarely ever remember the
characters but we do remember who wrote the book. The
author gets all the credit for the lives he fashioned together
and because he created these characters, their lives become, in
essence, about making the author known.
Now put that in context of following Christ. The Bible
states that God is the author of our salvation story and we are
only His because He called us to Himself. He breathed
spiritual life into us and because of that we each have our own
part in His grand design.
Hebrews 5:9
“And having been perfected, He
became the author of eternal salvation
to all who obey Him.” (NKJV)
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John 6:65
“And He said, “Therefore I have said to
you that no one can come to Me unless
it has been granted to him by My
Father.” (NKJV)
John 6:44
“No one can come to Me unless the
Father who sent Me draws him; and I
will raise him up at the last day.”
(NKJV)
God is the author and we are the characters in His story.
Each of our lives are to be lived in light of Him and we are to
make Him known to those around us. When we become a
Christian our lives take on new meaning but somehow that
thought has been lost in the culture we live in today. Instead
of hearing, “I live for God and to make Him known,” we hear,
“I live for me and for what makes me happy.” Think of these
scenarios:
• God comes to Noah and asks him to spend the
next 120 years building a boat and Noah says –
“that’s too difficult and would take way too
much time. I believe in You but I don’t want to
devote my WHOLE life to You.”
• God comes to Moses and asks him to give up
his lifelong dream of raising his family and
living out his days in quiet comfort for a life of
leading millions of people out of Egypt. Moses
declines God’s offer because it sounds too
challenging.
• Jesus asks Peter to give up his fishing career and
go on the road with Him in order to tell people
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about the truth about salvation. Peter thinks
that is way too demanding and tells Jesus that
he can’t possibly leave his family business, but
Jesus is welcome to stay at his house when he is
in town.
• When Jesus shows up to Paul and tells him to
walk away from his lifelong devotion to the
religion he had grown up in, Paul is too afraid
to do that. Following Jesus would mean that all
his religious schooling and his status with the
Rabbi’s would be forfeited so he declines.
Thankfully these scenarios never happened this way. We are
grateful for the lives of these men who recognized that
following God meant their life stories now belonged to Him.
God has a purpose for each one of us and that is why we have
to change our definition of what being a Christian really
means. It means we are to live our lives in service to God to
do whatever He asks us to do.
Here are some current examples of what that means from
people who have decided what it really means to follow Jesus:
• Lynn Childers (wife of Sam Childers “Machine
Gun Preacher”) walked away from a life as a
stripper and drugs to follow Jesus. She and her
husband have a ministry in Africa and she
devotes her life to telling others about Christ.
• Christyn Taylor has dealt with the devastating
illness of her young daughter and spends her
days in and out of the hospital. She knows this
is a ministry to share Jesus with others.
• Jennifer Rothschild, author of Is God Just Not
Fair?, became blind as a teenager but uses her
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blindness as a way to tell others about Jesus.
She does this through writing books, singing
and speaking engagements.
• Kristin Anderson, author of Life in Spite of Me,
lost both of her legs as she laid on train tracks
in an attempt to commit suicide. After giving
her life to Christ she spends her time sharing
her story with those who are depressed with
thoughts of suicide.
• Sheila Walsh became overwhelmed with
depression and ended up in a psychiatric
hospital. She spends her days traveling, writing
and singing to tell people the hope she found in
Jesus.
• Carol Bennett was a lesbian living in a
homosexual lifestyle until God called her to a
relationship with Him. She walked away from
that life in order to serve Him. She shares her
story with those struggling to leave a life of
homosexuality and encourages people about the
power of God to change a life.
• Kay Warren lost her son to suicide and spends
her days speaking about how to move on in life
with that kind of sorrow.
• Lynn Wilder, author of Unveiling Grace, and
her husband Michael, spent thirty years as
devout Mormons until they were confronted
with the true Jesus of the Bible. When that
happened they had to walk away from years and
years of friendships, church activity and their
livelihoods.
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All of these people, just like Noah, Moses, Peter, Paul, and
countless others recognize what it means to devote their lives
to following Jesus. Their lives are lived in light of tragedy and
heartache and yet they turn their despair into hope to point
others to Jesus. None of these people walked away from the
call that God placed on their lives in order to have an easier
life, but instead accepted their lot in life as they are allowing
God to use their stories to further His story.
The questions we usually ask God are: Why didn’t You
make my situation better? Why did You allow my loved one
to die? Why would You allow my daughter to have a chronic
illness? Why would You allow me to be so depressed that I
attempted suicide? Why would You allow me to be attracted
to someone of the same sex? Why would You allow me to be
sucked into a false religion for so many years? Why God?
The answer is because He has given you a story. You now
have a platform where you can help people who have
struggled with the same issues that you have, but the question
really is – what will you do with it? Will you allow Him to
use your story as a part of His story?
Your story may be different from these men and women
and maybe slightly less dramatic. Your days might consist of
caring for elderly parents. Possibly you are raising your
children alone after a bitter divorce. Maybe you are a
recovering alcoholic or drug addict. Maybe you have to work
three jobs to keep food on the table. Regardless of what your
life looks like, as a follower of Jesus, you are part of His story.
He wants to take you at the place you are in your life and use
you right where you are in order to make Him known to
others.
Being a follower of Christ means we give up our life. We see
this all through the Bible. Joshua gave up his life in order to
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lead millions of people into the Promised Land. David gave
up his life as a shepherd to become the king. Joseph was
forced to give up his life and his family in order to save the
nation from famine. Jeremiah had to give up his life in order
to tell the nation of Israel that because of their sin there
would be impending judgment from God. When these men
devoted their lives to God to become part of His story, it was
never easy. They understood that following God would cost
them what they held most dear: their life.
Many modern day Christians have misunderstood what it
means to be a Christ follower. They falsely assume that they
can just “ask Jesus in their heart” and that repentance doesn’t
apply to them. They believe that even though they have
raised their hand or walked the aisle to commit their life to
Jesus, they can still live in continual sin. They believe that
their ongoing adulterous affair with their co-worker is okay.
They consider their lifestyle of homosexuality to be fine.
They assume that living with and having sex with someone
they are not married to is not hurting anyone. They do not
understand that following Jesus means each day our lives are
to look more and more like His.
Romans 8:29
“For God knew his people in advance,
and he chose them to become like his
Son, so that his Son would be the
firstborn among many brothers and
sisters.” (NLT)
1 John 2:6
“Those who say they live in God
should live their lives as Jesus did.”
(NLT)
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1 Peter 2:21
“For God called you to do good, even if
it means suffering, just as Christ
suffered for you. He is your example,
and you must follow in his steps.”
(NLT)
If being a Christian means that we should look more and
more like Jesus then we need to look at our lives and see what
needs to change. How does our immorality look like Jesus?
How do our attitudes of bitterness, unforgiveness and anger
look like Him? How does our pornography addiction look
like Jesus? How does our foul language look like Jesus? We
need to be reminded of what it really means to follow in His
steps and look like Him.
We need to remember that God set His love on us and put
us in His story so we could become like Jesus. He chose us so
we could be used in His grand adventure of reconciling
people to Him. Jeremiah explains it best in Jeremiah 1:4–5,
“Then the word of the Lord came to me [ Jeremiah], saying,
before I formed you in the womb I knew [and] approved of
you [as My chosen instrument], and before you were born I
separated and set you apart, consecrating you; [and] I
appointed you as a prophet to the nations.” (AMP) God
says He knew us before we were born and He has a job for us!
But here is a warning: following Christ is not an easy task.
Men and women are called to perform difficult tasks that may
include things like living in a difficult marriage, visiting your
child in prison on weekends, or spending your days at the
hospital with a loved one. It may include being single all your
life, working at a job you don’t love or never feeling financially
secure. It could consist of a life where you are scorned and
ridiculed for your faith. But the good news is that we have
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the promise of God that He knows exactly where we are at.
Jeremiah 1:12 says “Then said the Lord to me, you have
seen well, for I am alert and active, watching over My word
to perform it.” (AMP)
As we go through our days we need to be reminded what
being a Christian really means. We need to be reminded with
verses like these:
John 14:15
“If you [really] love Me, you will keep
(obey) My commands.” (AMP)
Galatians 3:27
“For as many [of you] as were baptized
into Christ [into a spiritual union and
communion with Christ, the Anointed
One, the Messiah] have put on (clothed
yourselves with) Christ.” (AMP)
Ephesians 4:22–24
“Strip yourselves of your former nature
[put off and discard your old
unrenewed self ] which characterized
your previous manner of life and
becomes corrupt through lusts and
desires that spring from delusion; and
be constantly renewed in the spirit of
your mind [having a fresh mental and
spiritual attitude], and put on the new
nature (the regenerate self ) created in
God’s image, [Godlike] in true
righteousness and holiness.” (AMP)
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Once we begin to understand what it means to be a
Christian then we need to ask Him to let our life story be
used as His story. For us, our story contains a troubled
marriage that God repaired, blending three families into one
with a total of seven children, owning a business, selling it
and losing all of our money in the financial crash. Our story
is one where we have seen God restore and bless and provide.
And because our story is really His story, our desire is to
share it with people to encourage them of God’s faithfulness
in our lives. Through all the difficult days we realize that
without the hardships that we faced we would never have a
story to tell.
So what do we need to be reminded of? That whatever we
are going through right now is part of the story God wants to
use us in. Whatever trial or hardship or tragedy we encounter
– God is using each year and each event to add a new chapter
that will culminate in making God, the Author, plainly
known and seen to others. Our lives will change when we
begin to look at each of our experiences as part of a grand
novel that will end in heaven where He promises that:
Revelation 21:4
“God will wipe away every tear from
their eyes; and death shall be no more,
neither shall there be anguish (sorrow
and mourning) nor grief nor pain any
more, for the old conditions and the
former order of things have passed
away.” (AMP)
The real tragedy in life comes when we take our hurts and
heartaches and make them about “us.” We can’t get over the
past. We can’t forgive the person who hurt us. We feel guilty
over bad decisions we made. We are jealous and bitter. We
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want revenge. And the sad truth is that when that happens,
our story stays “our story” and it never makes it into God’s
story. We never give Him our hurts to heal. We never give
Him our past to redeem. We never give Him our hatred to
turn into love. We become stuck in an endless cycle called
“life” just biding our time until it is over.
That is never what God intended for our life. Jesus
promises this in John 10:10 “The thief comes only in order
to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may have and
enjoy life, and have it in abundance (to the full, till it
overflows).” (AMP) Life of abundance doesn’t mean we won’t
have any problems or heartache as we see from the men who
followed Jesus. What gave them an abundant life was
knowing that whatever happened to them was part of a grand,
epic manuscript that would end in good. Life of abundance
meant the men and women who followed Christ would have
to change the way they viewed life and they would have to
look at each trial, hurt or heartache as a part of His story. For
us, an abundant life will only be realized when we get a new
perspective on which story we want published: His or ours.
REMIND ME that I need to give up my life story in order
for you to make it Your story. Remind me that being a
Christian means my life is Yours so You can write each
chapter in order for others to know that You are the Author
of life and the only way to salvation. Remind me that You are
with me through every difficult situation and that You
promise to use everything that happens in my life for good!
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CHAPTER 12
Remind Me how to remember

A

s time goes by our memories become fuzzy. We
realized this one summer as we were driving by the
high school that Rob went to in California. The Army Navy
Academy was located right on the beach in Carlsbad so we
decided to see if the school had changed in the years since he
had gone there. As we got out of the car, Rob began showing
me where he went to chapel, where they ate and where the
dorm rooms were. As he reminisced we realized his greatest
memory was that of surfing with his friends on the beautiful
beach in front of his school.
As we were leaving, we drove down the road closest to the
beach and seeing a certain building jogged our memory; one
that we had actually forgotten about. We are embarrassed to
write this but it was the place we spent our honeymoon 35
years before! Memories came flooding back to us about that
week in our life. The condo we rented had ants. Rob’s
surfboard was stolen. Then there was that moment during the
first days of marriage when he told me he wanted our future
children to attend his high school in California which was a
half a day’s drive from Phoenix (which he realized very
quickly wasn’t a very smart thing to say to his new wife on
their honeymoon)!
What this trip down memory lane did for us was confirm
the importance of visual contact. The school building was a
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recollection long forgotten until Rob saw it with his eyes.
The condominium where we spent our first week of marriage
had been a faint memory until we drove past the parking lot
where we kept our car. We had to see these places with our
eyes in order to remember the past. We had forgotten each of
those incidents until we actually saw the buildings right in
front of us. That was when we were reminded of the
significance of what it takes to “remember” something
valuable in our life.
All through the Bible we see clear warnings about
“forgetting.” God uses words like “beware” and “take heed” to
remind us of the seriousness of failing to recall His words.
Deuteronomy 4:9
“Only take heed, and guard your life
diligently, lest you forget the things
which your eyes have seen and lest they
depart from your [mind and] heart all
the days of your life. Teach them to
your children and your children’s
children—” (AMP)
Deuteronomy 6:12
“Then beware lest you forget the Lord,
Who brought you out of the land of
Egypt, out of the house of bondage.”
(AMP)
Deuteronomy 8:11
“Beware that you do not forget the
Lord your God by not keeping His
commandments, His precepts, and His
statutes which I command you today.”
(AMP)
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In this world we can become overwhelmed with life. We are
bombarded with daily trials and assaulted with hurt and pain.
We are fearful with the news of economic disaster and
international war. But through it all God tells us how to get
through our days as we are confronted with turmoil: read His
Word and remember that He promises to be with us!
Psalm 119:16
“I will delight myself in Your statutes; I
will not forget Your word.” (AMP)
Psalm 119:93
“I will never forget Your precepts, [how
can I?] for it is by them You have
quickened me (granted me life).”
(AMP)
Pulling stories from the Bible about Joshua,
Nebuchadnezzar and Saul confirmed once again the truth
regarding the importance of reading His Word over and over.
Even though we had read each of these stories many times
before they seemed to come alive once again. The lives of
these men and how God interacted with them encouraged us
regarding how faithful our God truly is. Many times we
forget how powerful and in control He is and it takes reading
His Word to remind us who really runs this world.
We cannot be reminded of something we do not know. We
cannot call to mind things we have never seen or experienced.
That is why the idea of reading, memorizing, remembering
and committing to our heart the Word of God is the only way
to live a life filled with peace. When something happens that
throws our life off kilter, we need an anchor to hold us in
place. That security and protection becomes a reality when we
read how He accomplished His work in the past, but this
takes work and perseverance.
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When we were at the beach, we watched a new sport called
paddle surfing where someone would stand up on a surfboard
and use a paddle to move them through the waves. It looked
grueling as they used every arm muscle available, but
watching the tenacity of these people reminded us of what it
means to never quit. They pushed through the pain and the
crashing waves as they tried to keep their balance. They
worked to get to the point where they could paddle through
the surf with ease. When they had become proficient with
this new sport, we would see them paddle far out in the ocean
by the kelp beds in order to see amazing sights that could
never be seen by the shore.
Watching these paddle surfboarders gave us insight into
why diligence is so important. They got to a place where they
could view marine life that those who stayed in the safety of
the seashore could never witness. The same is true when it
comes to our life as a follower of Christ. If we ever want to
get to that place of peace and trust, knowing that God has a
purpose and plan for our lives, we must be diligent to read
His Word. We have to push through our doubt just like the
surfers pushed through the waves. We must learn to get back
up when we fall down just like the paddle boarders. We must
concentrate on learning the words that God has spoken so
that we too can get to the place of peace and security, just like
those who made it to the kelp beds.
All of this takes time and effort. It takes searching the
scriptures for the answers we are looking for. It takes
constant attention to move past the world view we are
bombarded with on a daily basis. We have to read the Bible so
we can be reminded that God’s ways are higher and different
than ours. We need to be reminded that forgiveness and love,
compassion and consideration for others are God’s approach
to this life. When we are hurt by someone or our life takes an
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unexpected turn we have a tendency to look inward at our
circumstances instead of upward.
We need to constantly be reminded that our story is really
His story and because of that we need to remember that He has
a purpose for all the detours and uphill climbing we find
ourselves involved in. When we do not put our focus on His
Word it is easy to falter and become despondent and despairing
in this world. That is why we need to REMINDED on a daily
basis of who God is, what following Jesus is all about, and what
our true purpose in this life really is.
We began this book with the story of Joshua and we will
end this with the most important words that Joshua ever
penned:
Joshua 1:8
“This Book of the Law shall not depart
out of your mouth, but you shall
meditate on it day and night, that you
may observe and do according to all
that is written in it. For then you shall
make your way prosperous, and then
you shall deal wisely and have good
success.” (AMP)
REMIND ME to make the Word of God a priority in my
life.
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If you have any questions or comments, please e-mail us at:
Lisa@WomensBibleStudy.com
or
RobsLaizure@gmail.com
Visit us at our website:
ConnectingTheDotsMinistries.com
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